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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to create a prototype method for scaling items

using computer adaptive testing techniques and to demonstrate the method with a

working model program. The method can be used to scale items, rank individuals

with respect to the scaled items, and to re-scale the items with respect to the

individuals'responses. When using this prototype method, the items to be scaled are

part of a database that contains not only the items, but measures of how individuals

respond to each item. After completion of all presented items, the individual is

assigned an overall scale value which is then compared with each item responded to,

and an individual "error" term is stored with each item. After several individuals have

responded to the items, the item error terms are used to revise the placement of the

scaled items. This revision feature allows the natural adaptation of one general list to

reflect subgroup differences, for example, differences among geographic areas, ethnic

groups, and socioeconomic groups. It also provides easy revision and limited

authoring of the scale items by the computer program administrator.

This study addressed the methodology, the instrumentation needed to handle

the scale-item administration, data recording, item error analysis, and scale-item

database editing required by the method, and the behavior of a prototype vocabulary

test in use. Analyses were made of item ordering, response profiles, item stability,

reliability and validity.
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Although slow, the movement of unordered words used as items in the

prototype program was accurate as determined by comparison with an expert word

ranking. Person scores obtained by multiple administrations of the prototype test were

reliable and correlated at .94 with a commercial paper-and-pencil vocabulary test,

while holding a three-to-one speed advantage in administration. Although based upon

self-report data, dynamic scaling instruments like the model vocabulary test could be

very useful for self-assessment, for pretests and readiness measures, and for low-stakes

placement tests.

Dynamic scaling appears to be a potentially useful tool for the development

and administration of quick and accurate scale instruments.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The purpose of this study was to create a prototype method for scaling items

using computer adaptive testing (CAT) techniques. The program can be used to scale

items, rank individuals with respect to the scaled items, and to re-scale the items with

respect to the individuals' responses. When using this prototype method, the items to

be scaled are part of a database that contains not only the items, but measures of how

individuals respond to each item. Through the use of CAT techniques, each

individual's response to an item determines which subsequent item is presented. After

completion of all presented items, the individual is assigned an overall scale value.

That number is then compared with each item responded to, and an individual "error"

term is stored with each item. After several individuals have responded to the items,

the item error terms are used to revise the placement of the scaled items. This

revision feature allows the natural adaptation of one general list to reflect subgroup

differences, for example, differences among geographic regions or ethnic groups. It

also provides easy revision and limited authoring of the scale items by the computer

program administrator. This study addressed the methodology, the instrumentation

needed to handle the scale-item administration, data recording, item error analysis, and

scale-item database editing required by the method, as well as the behavior of the



procedure in use. The procedure is called dynamic scaling to reflect its self-

correcting, ipsative! nature.

BACKGROUND

Overview of Scaling and Scale Concepts

Scaling consists of ordering things in some meaningful way (Dunn-Rankin,

1983). An ordering is meaningful if it retains the important relationships among the

items ordered. A scale, then, consists of the items of interest paired with numbers in a

way that preserves the important relationships. Consider, for example a desirability

scale containing chocolate at 8.3, yogurt at 2.2, and garlic at 1.8. These numbers

indicate that chocolate is preferred over yogurt and garlic, and that yogurt is located

much closer to garlic than it is to chocolate. As in this example, the numbers

themselves often have no significance except for indicating relative distance and

direction between the scaled items. (These particular numbers are probably related to

the proportion of preference votes received, but, depending upon the scaling method

used, the relationship may be complex.)

Similarly, the arrangement of floor buttons inside an elevator forms a scale that

is isomorphic with the floors of the building. The buttons are evenly spaced (as are

the floors) and arranged from 1 at the bottom and 20 at the top, so that a person going

to the 18th floor knows to look toward the top of the arrangement of buttons for 18.

'Although the term ipsative was proffered by Raymond B. Cattell (1988, p.
117) over 30 years ago, it has never had wide usage in its original context. The
present writer uses ipsative to reflect the way the dynamic scaling process feeds on
itself, a notion consistent with the Latin root ipso, meaning itself.
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The 18th floor probably has no properties of the number 18. Since many buildings

have no 13th floor, the number 18 probably does not describe the number of floors in

the building, but rather it aids us in determining which direction to go from our

present location and whether we want to take the elevator or the stairs. Similarly, the

water freezing and boiling calibration points on a Celsius thermometer (0' and 1000)

have more to do with our having 10 fingers than any physical properties of oxygen

and hydrogen atoms. In all of the previous examples, the scale values themselves

have no intrinsic meaning, but only show an important relationship among the items

being scaled.

Scaling is a versatile concept and can be applied to a wide variety of items.

The objects of scaling are numerous. Scaling is used to measure attitudes (for

marketing or politics), sensory sensitivity (comparing the relative brightness or

loudness of physical stimuli), and to scale individuals (by their attitudes or opinions)

along a continuum (from very conservative to very liberal, for example). Scaling test

items according to difficulty is often the first step in developing various kinds of

achievement tests, including computer adaptive tests.

Scaling Methods

There are many different scaling methods used to meaningfully assign numbers

to items. Scaling techniques differ in the ways the scale items are generated, how

they are presented to subjects, and the theory-based mathematical calculations used to

generate the scale numbers. Two common methods are described here: paired

comparison and Likert scaling.
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Assume that we want to scale four political candidates: Amy, Bob, Don, and

Zoe. We can list all pairwise combinations of candidates (Figure 1) and ask voters to

circle the one name in the pair they prefer (this task is easier than ordering all choices

simultaneously, especially for a large number of choices). The candidates are

compared two-by-two, hence the name paired comparison scaling. By counting the

total number of votes for each candidate for all persons in the survey, a preference

scale is obtained from the sum of each voter's total votes of the candidates. Typically,

these rank totals are mathematically adjusted according to various theoretical

assumptions and to make interpretation of the results easier. It has been shown that a

suitable scale can be obtained by assigning the scale value (number) zero to the least

popular candidate, assigning the value 100 to the most popular candidate, and then

assigning to all intermediate candidates scale values proportional to their relative

distances between the two extremes (Dunn-Rankin & King, 1969).
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AmyCB9J1
Don~

Ql~~ Don

~~V Amy

Bob~

<!nW Don

Totals: Zoe 3 Bob 2 Amy 1 Don 0

Figure 1. Example of Paired Comparison Scaling Method Showing the Tally of
the Total Number of Votes for Each Candidate

Alternatively, in Likert scaling, subjects are usually presented a series of

statements (the items) one at a time, and they respond by marking a line segment that

has been calibrated into equal parts with statements from strongly positive (e.g.

strongly agree, very much like me, or very important) to strongly negative. If the line

segment has an odd number of calibrations, then the middle is labelled neutral

(undecided). If there are an even number of calibrations, there is no middle position;

respondents are forced to respond either slightly positively or slightly negatively.

After all subjects have responded, the subjects are ordered according to their responses
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(e.g., 1 point for strongly agree through 5 points for strongly disagree). The

respondent with the fewest total points is at one end of the list and the subject with

the most total points is at the other. Each of the statements that were originally

responded to is then evaluated according to its ability to discriminate between subjects

at each end (or quartiles) of the subject list. Statements that discriminate are retained,

while those that don't are rejected (Smith, Johnson, Paulsen, & Shocket, 1976).

The dynamic scaling method of the present study used a computer-based

procedure to present items one at a time to which the subjects responded by selecting

one choice from five options. The options ranged from very positive to very negative

with a neutral middle choice. The program administrator had the option of reviewing

the items for appropriateness and then rejecting or retaining individual items based

upon their characteristics. In these ways, dynamic scaling resembles Likert scaling.

Common Data Types

Harvard psychologist S. S. Stevens (DeVellis, 1991) coined the terms nominal,

ordinal, interval and ratio to describe measurement scales in the early 1940s. Stevens

specified the "permissible" statistical procedures for each of these scales. A

simplification of his definition of permissible is any transformation which would

preserve the order of ordinal data, the difference (interval) of any two elements of

interval data, the ratio of any two ratio data elements, and the identity of nominal data

elements. According to Stevens, then, if the ordinal relationship red is preferred over

green is scaled (assigned numbers) so that red = 8 and green = 6, then 8 > 6. The

scale values 8 > 6 indicate that red is preferred to green. Any transformation of this
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scale is permissible as long as the transformation preserves the underlying relationship.

Thus we may multiply the scale by a positive number, say 10. This yields 80 > 60

with the scale value for red larger than the scale value for green, so the relationship is

preserved. Similarly, we can transform this scale by adding a number like 3 (since

8 + 3 > 6 + 3) or by taking logarithms or square roots (when defined).

Stevens distinguished among the scales by proscribing the permissible

transformations for each (Velleman & Wilkinson, 1993). For example, if the

important relationship between red and green is that the color red received 8/6 times

as many votes as the color green, we could still assign 8 to red and 6 to green for this

ratio data. Since this is ratio data, we can transform this data set by multiplying by

10 again, since 80 and 60 still maintain the relationship of interest, that is red is

preferred by a ratio of 8 to 6. We cannot, however, transform this scale by adding a

number like 3, since (8 + 3)/(6 + 3) '* 8/6. Nor can we take logarithms or square

roots.

This taxonomy is widely, but not universally, accepted. Some argue that the

meaningfulness of an analysis depends upon the question being addressed and not the

representation of the items (Lord, 1953; Guttman, 1977; Velamen & Wilkinson, 1993).

Others have shown, using Monte Carlo simulations, that for typical data, worrying

about whether scales are ordinal or interval is not important (Baker, Hardyck, &

Petrinovich, 1966). Stevens (1951) himself acknowledged that

most of the scales used widely and effectively by psychologists are ordinal

scales. In the strictest propriety the ordinary statistics involving means and

7



standard deviations ought not to be used with these scales.... [However] in

numerous instances it leads to fruitful results (p. 26).

Others, including the present author, believe that by limiting oneself to only

"permissible" transformations during exploratory data analysis, one may fail to detect

underlying data relationships obscured by constant, non-random errors, such as errors

of calibration. John Tukey is to have said that we must be willing to look in the data

"for those things we believe are not in there" (Sarle & Velleman, 1994, paragraph 32).

Velleman and Wilkinson (1993) are even more outspoken:

Good data analysis rarely follows the formal paradigm of hypothesis testing. It

is a general search for patterns in data that is open to discovering unanticipated

relationships. Such analyses are, of course, impossible if the data are asserted

to have a scale type that forbids even considering some patterns-but such an

approach is clearly unscientific. A scientist must be open to any interesting

pattern. Approaches to statistics that start from an a priori scale type and then

proscribe the kinds of . . . statistical methods and tests that may be computed

based on that scale type are simply bad science and bad data analysis (p. 70).

Unidimensional Scaling

Ordering items along one dimension is one of the oldest and most

parsimonious methods of scaling. Called unidimensional scaling, the concept is

intuitively simple, yet very difficult to define. And although the model is inadequate

for many types of data, its simplicity often makes it the method of choice. Most
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statisticians are familiar with the observation by George Box (1979) that "all models

are wrong but some are useful" (p. 202). Wainer et at. (1990) pragmatically note that

the criterion for a model to be useful in selection and placement decisions is

not that it reconstruct the processes that produced the data, but that it be able

to express the patterns in the data that are important to the job at hand (pp.

237-238).

In fact, some feel that there is a general problem of definition within the whole

field of scaling. There are many definitions for the same thing, ranging from casual

intuitive descriptions to complex symbolic mathematical statements. For example,

when defining scaling, some say that when numbers are used to differentiate objects

we are using a scale (Manning & Rosenstock, 1968). Others (Cliff, 1973) are more

exacting and maintain that meaningful scaling occurs only when there is both a set of

consistent data relations and a mathematical model whose variables can be matched

with empirical conditions. Hambleton and Rovinelli (1986) found that definitions in

the literature are "typically abstract and non-operational" (p. 3); this study will not

break with tradition.

Loosely defined, unidimensional scaling involves selecting items that can be

empirically demonstrated to correspond to a single dimension (Gordon, 1977). Hattie

(1984) found 87 indices in the literature for addressing the dimensionality of a set of

test items, but many methods of assessing unidimensionality are "only loosely"

connected to the various definitions in the literature (Hambleton & Rovinelli, 1986, p.

4). Of the commonly used methods for testing unidimensionality, linear factor

9



analysis, residual analysis, and Bejar's method have all been found inadequate using

artificially generated data sets (Hambleton & Rovinelli, 1986). And Hattie (1984)

wrote that "there is not an accepted and effective index of the unidimensionality of a

set of items" (p. 50).

However, despite the difficulty in measuring and operationally defining

unidimensionality, it is easy to conceptualize and serves several purposes. It can be

used in hypothesis testing: for example, is there a single dimension that underlies

voters' preference for a political candidate? It can be used in exploratory research, to

describe a latent dimension, if any, underlying a set of observations. It can be used to

develop a unidimensional scale on which individuals can be placed according to some

trait or attitude, like their conservatism, racism, or ruralism/cosmopolitanism (McIver

& Carmines, 1981). Scalability along (at least) one dimension is sometimes a

prerequisite for other statistical treatments, such as Item Response Theory (Rogers

cited in Hattie, 1985; Osterlind, 1983) or multidimensional scaling (Kruskal & Wish,

1978). Given the choice, scaling in spaces of low dimension is "almost always"

preferable to that in many dimensions, consistent with the scientific objective of

parsimony (Jacoby, 1991, p. 37). Unidimensionality is an attractive and powerful

characteristic, valuable even when not fully realized. For instance, few tests, if any,

are perfectly unidimensional (Tung, 1986), but minor departures are considered not

serious (Green, Bock, Humphreys, Linn, & Reckase, 1984).
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Guttman Scales

Test items are often thought of as conforming to a Guttman scale. Consider a

test that discriminates along exactly one dimension of knowledge and has easy

problems that nearly everyone answers correctly and difficult problems that only the

best students answer correctly. If the item scores correlate with the student scores,

then from a student's total score one should be able to predict approximately which

items were answered correctly and which items were missed. Guttman addressed the

problem of determining whether a set of items actually could be adequately described

unidimensionally (McIver & Carmines, 1981). He reasoned that if each item were

part of a single underlying dimension, the total score should predict the individual

item responses. According to Guttman, the difference between the ideal and the

observed responses serves as a measure of how unidimensional the scale actually is.

Additionally, if the scale were acceptably unidimensional, then the individuals could

be ordered in addition to the items (Guttman, 1944). For example, an individual who

scored 70% on a test that was a perfect Guttman scale would have answered the first

70% of the test items correctly and missed every subsequent item. All of the

individuals who took this perfect test could be placed according to their scores along

the same continuum and be thereby unidimensionally scaled according to the factor

being measured.

Guttman (1944) developed his procedure for scaling qualitative data to

investigate morale and other attitudes in the wartime Army. Although he discussed

primarily sociological traits, he stated that "literally dozens of sufficiently perfect
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scales have been found in various areas of attitude, opinion, and knowledge" (p. 147).

He later qualified this statement with "perfect scales are not found in practice" (p.

150).

Although Guttman developed measures (indices) of fit for unidimensionally

scaled items and (if the fit was good) a method of ordering subjects based upon those

items, the calculations were burdensome and controversial (Goodenough, 1944). Later

research has shown that Guttman's statistical indices are inadequate in that they are

influenced by extremeness of items and subjects (Edwards, 1957; Mokken, 1971).

Torgerson (1958) observed that Guttman's method of scaling does not test statistically

whether the cumulative model is a good fit; later Schuessler (1961) recommended a

chi-square test of the significance of Guttman's indices whenever they are used.

Guttman (1944) himself observed that "scales are relative to time and to populations"

(p. 150), that different orderings may be necessary for different populations.

There are serious drawbacks to the Guttman model. A Guttman scale does not

insure unidimensionality (Kline, 1993). For example, a two-question test could consist

of a very easy arithmetic problem and a very difficult chemistry problem. Most who

take the test would achieve a score of 1 on the test, and it would be possible to predict

accurately which problem was answered correctly and which one was missed. Since

the two questions are from different content areas, they could well not be part of a

unidimensional scale. Additionally, Guttman scales usually assume only ordinal

measurement, which permits only the simplest statistical analyses (e.g. only median for

measure of central tendency and percentile for dispersion (Stevens, 1968».
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Various statistical indices exist for detecting unusual response patterns to

Guttman scale tests, although none is universally accepted. Students could respond

atypically (correctly answer problems most others answer incorrectly and miss

problems others answer correctly) due to very different curricula or experiences (e.g.,

having lived abroad), or due to sandbagging (e.g., purposefully scoring low on a

placement test) (Shishido, 1991).

In spite of the drawbacks of such a scale, the concept of a Guttman scale is

powerful and stilI very useful. A typical use is that by Cziko (1982; Cziko & Lin,

1984) who demonstrated dictation ESL tests that were both reliable and valid measures

of English language and formed valid Guttman scales. "This means that the pattern of

a student's responses to all 14 segments [of the test] could be predicted with little error

from the knowledge of the student's total segment score and that each item measured

the same trait" (Cziko, 1982, p. 372). Guttman scales can also be used to detect

structural relationships. For example, Katz and Schmida (1993) found that Israeli

comprehensive high schools encompass four unidimensional and cumulative factors:

openness in student intake, student-oriented curriculum, flexible placement, and social

integration. These four factors were found to form a Guttman scale with each

subsequent factor being dependent upon the existence of the previous factors.

Similarly, anthropologists found that Tahitian consumer purchases formed a Guttman

scale: first a portable camp stove, then a bicycle, then a radio, a two-wheeled motor

vehicle, a gas stove, a refrigerator, and finally an automobile (Weller & Romney,

1990).
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The dynamic scaling procedure of this study is considered in relation to

Guttman scaling. The scale developed to analyze the behavior of this prototype

method was examined to find its similarity to a Guttman scale and thus its potential

usefulness as a unidimensional test. In some ways the prototype method of this study

might be said to bring Guttman into the computer age, since it tracks errors in

response to ordered items and determines if and which items should be reordered,

which was one of the observed problems with the Guttman model.

Item Response Curves

It is often informative to graphically analyze the probability of various

responses to statements or questions. Figure 2 shows examples of response curves for

two differently phrased questions. The bottom item response curve is also typical for

the probability of a correct response to a cognitive question by individuals of various

(increasing) abilities. The analysis of these curves serves as the basis for a branch of

measurement called Item Response Theory, IRT. Some (Kline, 1993) feel that IRT "is

a probabilistic form of the deterministic Guttman model" (p. 67). Guttman scaling

theory is deterministic to the extent that it assumes an immediate transition from 0 to

1 (with no accounting for error), so the item response curve would appear as a

stairstep. Item Response Theory looks at the probability of a correct response, thereby

producing item response curves similar to that at the bottom of Figure 2. In the case

of the question IIAre you six feet or taller?" the correct answer is verifiable with a tape

measure. If the question were "How good is your understanding of arithmetic?" we

could only sample the person's skill with questions about various aspects of arithmetic,
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Are you 6 ft tall?

___A___1
Probability of

"Yes"
Response

o
5 ft. 6 ft. 7 ft.

Are you 6 £t or taller?

Probability of 1 ·1',',"Yes"
Response

o
5 ft. 6 ft. 7 ft.

Figure 2. Item Response Curves Showing the Probability of a "Yes" Response
to Two Differently Worded Questions by Individuals of Various Heights

then try to draw some conclusions about the underlying trait, or latent trait, of

arithmetic skill from the person's responses to the questions. Latent trait theory

provides a framework for Item Response Theory (Madsen, 1989).

The analysis of response curves will be included as part of the graphical

analysis of dynamic scaling data obtained in this study.

Torgerson's Contributions to Scaling

Torgerson (1958) classifies measurement situations into three categories based

upon the source of variability: Stimulus-Centered, Subject-Centered, and the Response

Approach. In defining the Stimulus-Centered Approach he wrote, "systematic
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variation in the reactions of the subjects to the stimuli is attributed to the individual

differences in the stimuli with respect to a designated attribute" (p. 46). An initial

ranking of a word list by a group of closely matched experts would be an example of

the Stimulus-Centered Approach.

Torgerson (1958) defines the Subject-Centered Approach as the approach

where "systematic variation in the reactions of the subjects to the stimuli is attributed

to individual differences in the subjects" (p. 46). An example of this approach would

be to use an ordered word list to place students according to their knowledge of the

words, as in a vocabulary placement test.

The Response Approach Torgerson (1958) defined as the case where

"variability of reactions to stimuli is ascribed to both [italics added] variation in the

subjects and the stimuli" (p. 46). Torgerson's Response Approach best describes

dynamic scaling as demonstrated in this study, where variation among many subjects'

responses to items is used to place the items, and variation in the responses of anyone

subject to various items is used to place the subject.

Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT)

The dynamic scaling procedure of this study uses the CAT technique of

adapting subsequent item selection to previous item responses. Actually, this idea is

not new. Methods of adapting test item selection to a subject's responses have been

utilized for many years and predate the easy availability of computers. Binet used

branching and variable termination strategies in the early 1900s (Schoonman, 1989).

Frederick Lord described a "self-scoring flexilevel test" in 1971 using "scratch off"
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bubbles on the response pages to direct the examinee to the next question, based upon

the color (correctness) revealed under the scratched-off area (Thissen & Mislevy,

1990, p. 104; Bejar, 1983). It was not until the 1980s, when computer hardware

gained power at reduced cost, that several major initiatives were begun to move tests

from paper and pencil to computer format, where adaptive testing can be more easily

accomplished. By the 1990s large scale tests such as the Graduate Record

Examination and the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery actually began

moving to CAT.

The logic of computer adaptive testing programs is illustrated in Figure 3.

The desirability of such a method is based on efficiency. CAT can take advantage of

the power and speed of the computer to tailor tests to the ability level of the

examinee, thereby gathering the most information possible in the shortest amount of

time. Some CAT algorithms allow for the early termination of the test, before a

predetermined number of test items is presented, if the subject's ability level is

determined within certain error limits.
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Figure 3. Flowchart Showing Computer Adaptive Testing Program Logic
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Underlying the concept of selecting an item of more or less difficulty than the

previous item is the existence of a list of items of known relative difficulty. While the

order of the administration of the test items does not necessarily have to be a Guttman

scale, an underlying list of the items scaled by difficulty must exist somewhere for the

item selection algorithm to access it (Garrett, 1991).

Dynamic Scaling and the Present Study

The present study drew from what was learned from earlier prototypes, those

computer programs written during the development of the dynamic scaling concept. In

this study, to demonstrate a typical application of the dynamic scaling method and to

explore dynamic scaling in actual operation, the scaling program was embedded in a

vocabulary test. However, the focus of this study was on the characteristics and utility

of the dynamic scaling method, not the development of a vocabulary test per se. To

demonstrate its adaptability to other domains, applications were made to the field of

medical education and to the development of course evaluation forms. The next

chapter is a description of the development of the dynamic scaling method and the

computer program suite written to accomplish it. In the following chapters are

presented the five research questions formulated to guide the exploration of the

behavior of dynamic scaling, along with the methods used and results obtained in

answer to those questions. Finally, in the discussion chapter, the author offers his

conclusions and suggestions about the effectiveness and potential uses for the dynamic

scaling procedure.
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Sixty years ago L. L. Thurstone (1959) described the three differentiable stages

in scientific inquiry: experimentation, developing a mathematical descriptive relation to

fit the observations, and finally rationalization of the mathematical parameters in terms

of postulates or theories. He stated that, in general, "mathematical formulation of a

problem can only follow upon the exploratory and descriptive studies by which we

first become familiar with the phenomena" (p. 8). In the present study, the author

tests the feasibility of using dynamic scaling techniques for various applications,

develops mathematical descriptions of the observations, and proffers an interpretation

of the results.
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CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT AND PROCEDURE

The concept of dynamic scaling grew out of work on a computer program used

to order a list of vocabulary words. This list contained over 7000 nouns and was part

of an effort to rank words according to their familiarity (Pang, 1992). Due to the

enormous data handling and processing demands, it was imperative that the test be

administered by computer. From this work grew the idea of collecting data on

responses to individual items to direct future word order adjustment. This process was

then seen to accomplish both person and item scaling; hence grew the concept of

dynamic scaling to describe the ipsative procedure. From the programming done for

this initial vocabulary ranking task and early dynamic scaling prototypes, came

solutions to problems met in developing the method and programs for this study. The

following issues were explored: overall logic of the method and structure of the

dynamic scaling computer program; choice of computer language; item adaptation

algorithms; data collection, tracking, and reporting. These issues and others are

discussed in this section.
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DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT PROTOTYPE

The prototype program suite consists of three programs: JUDGE and EDITOR,

which access the same database, and a third program, CHART, which displays

responses across all users. The prototype uses words as the items in the database.

JUDGE Program

In order to demonstrate a typical application of the dynamic scaling method,

JUDGE was developed as a vocabulary placement test. As a test, it contains several

features not directly related to the dynamic scaling method under study, but which

demonstrate how the method behaves and how it could be adapted to a real-world

application. The JUDGE program accepts the user's name and last school grade

completed. It then presents 29 items (words in this case), one at a time, to be judged

according to their familiarity. The words had been categorized into thirteen levels of

familiarity by previous prototyping. The first word presented to be judged is at

difficulty level 5 (where level 1 words are the most familiar and level 13 words are

the least familiar). Using CAT techniques, the subsequent words range from moving

up or down as much as two levels of difficulty, or remaining at the current level. The

size of the move up or down is determined by the reported degree of

familiarity/unfamiliarity. This procedure increases the efficiency of the algorithm

(Smith, 1961, p. 30). After the subject completes 29 words, the median word level is

selected as the subject's word familiarity score (word knowledge).
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Figure 4. Results Screen Showing Difficulty Level of Judged Words

Figure 4 shows the results screen using a bar graph to depict the word

difficulty levels and a horizontal line showing the median (users) word level. Figure 5

shows the sorted distribution for use in finding the modal response or responses.

Figure 5. Sorted Word Difficulty Levels Showing Modal Difficulty
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Figure 6 shows the words with which the user claimed to be most familiar. In a test

environment, the test administrator could ask the student to actually define or discuss

these words. The subject's score is then compared with each word judged and error

terms are calculated and stored with each word before the word database is written

back to the computer drive. All of the output data in Figures 4, 5, and 6 are in

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) format (Shermis, et aI.,

1991, p. 181) text files for ease in printing and inclusion in most word processors

(Schrodt, 1987, p. 74).

Figure 6. Words Claimed Best Known

Figure 7 shows the user interface screen for JUDGE. The program is designed

to be operated by a computer mouse so that the user places the mouse icon over one

of the five response bars. The currently selected bar text appears in gray with black

background, opposite of the other bars. Visual feedback is given by having the
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JUDGE
(cH994
S.H.Berg

r»

parsnip

Click on one bar to select your response -----------------------------------

I can give a DEFINITION of this word .•_______1

I have a GOOD UNDERSTANDING what this word means.

I have SEEN or HEARD this word, but I have no idea what it means.

I DON'T XNOW what this word means.

Figure 7. User Interface for JUDGE

selected bar appear to be pressed while the mouse button is pressed. The progress

indicator moves to give a general indication of how many words are remaining to be

judged. The user is not told the total number of words to be judged to reduce the

possible distraction of counting words.

A separate database of twenty nonwords is stored in memory. At

predetermined word counts a nonword is presented, and the user's response is stored.

If the user claims to be familiar with too many of these nonwords, the user's data are

considered unreliable and are not used to update the word database.

Figure 8 is provided to help the reader follow the flow of the JUDGE program.
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Figure 8. JUDGE Program Flowchart (Page 1 of 2)
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Once during the judging, the word difficulty level is set to level 1 (easiest

words) to observe how quickly the rater returns to his or her previous level. Since the

median word level is used to measure error values, the process of setting the word

difficulty level to 1 would tend to skew the median score. To counteract this effect,

the word difficulty level is set to level 13 (hardest words) at one time during the

judging. These two opposing errors are expected to minimize the effect upon the

median difficulty level. In the example shown in Figure 4, the ninth word was set to

levelland the twenty-fifth word was set to level 13.

Initial Ranking of Words

Seven judges rated 7405 nouns from the Second College Edition of the

American Heritage Dictionary (1985) according to the five-interval familiarity scale

described previously (I don't know what this word means through I can give a

definition...). The judges were doctoral candidates or had earned doctorates. Four

were women and three were men. The author wrote and compiled a program which

presented each word sequentially and recorded the subject's response (1 through 5) and

the time to respond in centiseconds. The program allowed the subject to end at any

time and resume later at the next unrated word. The total rating time ranged from 174

to 303 minutes for the data set. The average time to respond to a single item ranged

from 1.41 seconds per word to 2.46 seconds per word. Since the task was long and

highly repetitive, it was assumed that each rater had some errors, despite the ability to

back up and rejudge the previous words. In order to minimize the effect of these

errors, an "Olympic" scoring system was used: the highest and lowest ratings were
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disregarded for each word and the mean of the remaining five scores was used as the

word rating. (Response time, though recorded, was not a factor in this rating.) Figure

9 shows the distribution of word mean scores.

2000-,
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~
c
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Word Level

Figure 9. Distribution of Word Level Means

Scale Item Selection for this Study

By sorting the judged words according to familiarity and variance-within-

familiarity-level, thirteen natural clusters of familiarity levels were found. These

dusters resulted from grouping adjacent pairs of the familiarity levels with the fewest

words so as to maximize the number of words in each of the remaining levels. This

process reduced the number of word levels from 21 (Figure 9) to 13. The first forty
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words at each level were selected (those words with the least variance as rated by the

seven judges) for the initial working database for this present study. This database

was later reduced to 385 words when medical terms and strongly foreign-based words

were discarded. Although for simplicity during development the present study used

already-ranked words in the database, one of the issues explored was the necessity of

pre-ordering the scale items. This will be discussed later in more detail.

Computer Language

The initial programs written to rank the 7405 nouns were done in compiled

dBase@ (Borland, 1993), since the initial word list was entered into a spreadsheet and

could be translated into dBase@ without retyping. Later, because of the possibility of

producing a commercial testing product based upon this work, the prototypes were

rewritten in Microsoft Visual Basic for Windows's (1993). This required the database

to be ported to Microsoft Accesse (1992) database format. Due to the large size of

the database and prototype programs, the speed was unacceptably slow on smaller,

inexpensive machines, the kind typically found in schools. Plans for a commercial

product were therefore deferred in favor of a faster working prototype. All third

generation prototyping has been done in Microsoft Visual Basic for DOS@ (1992)

supplemented with an interface library, VBToois for DOS@ (MicroHelp, 1992). The

databases were translated to plain ASCII text for easy printing and viewing and to

allow data interchange with Macintoshes and mainframes (Schrodt, 1987, p. 74).
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Data Type

The structure of the word database is described in Table 1, which lists each

variable, its data type and purpose.

Table 1. Structure of Word Database

Variable Type Purpose

Record Number integer to access each word and sort database

Word text word to be judged

Level integer current word difficulty level

New Level real suggested level (same or different)

Next integer flag to mark next word at this level

Start integer flag to mark starting word at this level

Total Error integer sum of errors from judging

Total Squared Error integer sum of squared-errors from judging

No. of Times Judged integer total times judged at this level

Temporary integer holds current response to this word

No. of Times Judged integer total times this word was ever judged

No. of Times Changed integer total times this word changed levels

Standard Deviation real error standard deviation

The database datafile is delimited by commas, with one record per line, as

shown in Figure 10.
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117 ,"pinafore", 4 , 4 ,0, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , .001
118 ,"puffin", 4 ,4 , -1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , .001
119 ,"penchant", 4 , 4 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , .001
120 ,"euphoria", 5 , 5 , 0 ,-1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , .001
121 ,"lummox", 5 ,5 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , .001
122 ,"jotting", 5 , 5 , 0 , 0 , 0, 0 , 0 ,0, 0 , 0 , .001
123 ,"lacrosse", 5 , 5 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , .001
124 ,"libretto", 5 , 5 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , .001

Figure 10. Portion of Word Datafile

Word Access in JUDGE

When the program loads, the word database is read from a disk file into

memory so that all subsequent operations can occur more quickly. As the words are

read, the Record Number of the first word at each word difficulty is stored in memory.

If there are 40 words at each level, the location of the first word at Level 1 would be

1, the first word at Level 2 would be 41, etc. Similarly, when the database is loaded,

the location of the next word at each level is stored in memory. This is done by

looking for the Next flags in the database. Later, when a Level 4 word is needed, for

example, the database need not be searched, the location of the next Level 4 word is

known by its address, since it has the Next flag. When that word is retrieved, the

Next flag is moved to the following word. When a Start flag is encountered, the

following word is at Level 5, so all words at Level 4 have been used. The Next flag

is moved back to the first word at Level 4 (whose address is known since it has a

Start flag). Using this method, no sequential searching of the database is necessary,

since all needed locations are stored in memory when the database is loaded. At the
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completion of judging, if the user responded legitimately and did not "know" the

nonword distractors, the updated database is copied from memory back to the disk file.

If the user's data are not reliable, the memory data are not copied to the disk file, so

the permanent database is not corrupted by illegitimate responses.

Determination of Word Error Values

After the initial word placement, word levels can still change as a result of

subject responses. A word may increase in familiarity because of its use by a public

figure (e.g., Agnew's "nabobs of negativism") or its appearance in a popular song or

movie. Words may also drop out of use due to social change (e.g., gay being replaced

by happy). Word use may also vary by region or ethnic group. In this test, (if the

subject'S responses are not invalidated due to knowing nonwords) the subject's final

placement level is compared with the subject's response to each word judged.

Numerical values are assigned each response as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Response Values

IResponse I Value I
I can give a DEFINITION of this word. 2

I have a GOOD UNDERSTANDING what this word means. 1

I have an IDEA what this word means. 0

I have SEEN or HEARD this word, but I have no idea what it means. -1

I DON'T KNOW what this word means. -2

If, for example, the subject's final placement level were 7, each of the subject's

responses is compared with how a 7-level person should have responded to each word.

A 7-level person should have responded to a 7-level word with I have an IDEA. .. ,
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so the difference between person and word levels (7 - 7) equals the response value, 0,

and there is no error. Similarly, a 7-level person should have more than this level of

understanding of a 6-level (easier) word, so the person should have responded I have a

GOOD UNDERSTANDING. . . , or response value 1. The difference between the

person level and word level, 7 - 6, equals the response value, 1, so there is no error.

The person-minus-word-Ievel value is truncated to 2 or -2 if its absolute value is

greater than 2 so that it will match the range of response values. When the person

minus-word-Ievel does not match the response value, an error term (the difference) is

calculated and added to the Total Error stored with the offending word. This error

term then reflects the difference between the rater's actual and expected responses.

The square of the error terms is also calculated and added to the Total Squared Error

term stored with the word. The Error Standard Deviation, ae' is calculated and stored

with each word. The word's Number Of Times Judged counter is incremented. Figure

11 shows the error calculation algorithm. If o, is less than 0.001, it is replaced with

0.001 to prevent the program from using scientific notation for very small numbers.

Since the data files are read in and written as comma-delimited text files, the use of

scientific notation would make translation between numbers and text numerals much

more complex, and accuracy beyond three decimal places is not necessary.

After a word has been judged a specified minimum number of times, if the

average error, I-Le' exceeds ±0.5, the word probably belongs at a different level. If, for

example, I-Le = -0.7, the word should be moved down one level of difficulty to

minimize I-Le' After moving the word, and if the responses continue as before, I-Le
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would be about +0.3. If Jlc does not exceed to.5, but o, is greater than some

specified value, the word may be a poor word, that is, it may be stable (u, small) but

have too much variability «(Je large) for this purpose. This situation could occur if

about half of the subjects rated a word at level 6 and half rated the word at level 8.

This might occur, for example, with a sports term that may be much more familiar to

men than women. The word would be stable at level 7, but have a large (Jc' The

determination of the maximum allowable (Je will have to be made from an analysis of

the distribution of (Je with respect to times judged.
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Get median word level
= user level.

Get current word level.

CalculateDifference =
median level- current level.

Truncate Difference
to 2 or-2

as appropriate.

Figure 11. Error Calculation Algorithm (Page 1 of 3)
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CalculateError=
Response- Difference.

Add Error to thisword's
error term.

Add Error'2 to thisword's
error'2 term.

Getuser response
to this word.

Thiswordwas responded to
correctly.

Figure 11. Error Calculation Algorithm (Page 2 of 3)
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Figure 11. Error Calculation Algorithm (Page 3 of 3)
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Use of Median

The median of the distribution of word difficulty levels was selected as the

measure of central tendency to be used as the person level score for several reasons.

First, the distribution of word scores was unknown and the median is often most

appropriate when the distribution is skewed. Second, an integer score was desired so

that the data structures stored in computer memory could use integers to store the sum

of deviations and sum of squared deviations for later use in calculating the Error

Standard Deviation, (Je' Since the data structures are complex and number in the

hundreds, integers require far less computer memory than numbers with decimal

points. Third, there is no practical advantage to rating an individual as a 7.2 instead

of a 7, since both scores denote only "more than 6 and less than 8" and do not

represent Grade 7, 70% correct, or any other "seven-ness." If a finer delineation

between individuals were desired, this could be accomplished by increasing the

number of test item difficulty levels and still assigning each person an integer score.

Fourth, while there seems to be a valid logical argument for using the modal score as

the person score, there are practical problems with multimodal distributions yielding

non-integer person scores. Observation of word level distributions during prototyping

showed that the distribution of the levels of the words judged is fairly symmetric and

unimodal (see Figure 12), so that the three common measures of central tendency may

yield similar results.
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Threshold Knowledge

Scaling methods can be used to order items along several dimensions, for

instance, preference, agreement, difficulty, likeness, or others. For this study of

dynamic scaling, to develop the prototype method and explore its use, word

knowledge was selected as the context. But the notion of threshold knowledge was

used rather than mastery knowledge. Consider a test for determining hearing threshold

which requires the subject to indicate the presence or absence of a tone. After the

subject hears a tone, it is decreased in volume until the subject no longer hears it.

Then the tone is increased in volume until the subject hears it again. The subject is
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not required to interpret the sound, that is, respond to words, but merely determine its

presence or absence. Similarly, a test of peripheral vision requires the subject to

indicate the presence or absence of an object, and not to interpret (read) the object.

The word knowledge procedure in this study can be viewed as seeking to

determine threshold knowledge (I have an IDEA what this word means) rather than

mastery knowledge, actually defining the word. If the subject responds indicating

understanding of a word, more difficult words are provided until the subject indicates

lack of knowledge. At this time, easier words are provided. When the subject

responds with the threshold level I have an IDEA what this word means, the level of

word difficulty remains the same. From a design perspective, the use of threshold

knowledge allows symmetric response options. There are two levels of knowing above

the threshold level and two levels of not knowing below the threshold. This symmetry

may allow easier delineation among response levels than, say, four levels of not

knowing.

EDITOR Program

The accompanying program, EDITOR, allows limited editing of the word

database. It is meant to be used by the researcher or test monitor, not by the end user.

It permits scrolling the database, selecting the word to be edited, editing of the word

and its level, and printing of the entire database. It is designed to be used with a

computer mouse. Figure 13 shows the user interface.
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Figure 13. User Interface for EDITOR

If a word's present level is different from its recommended level, the word can

be moved. If the word is unsuitable, it can be replaced with another word. Whenever

editing occurs, the appropriate counters, !le' and ae are automatically reset. The

Number Of Times Changed counter is automatically incremented for each word that is

edited. For example, a word that does not naturally lie at one of the specified levels

may tend to vacillate between two levels. If there is a word that should naturally be

at, say, level 6.5, it may vacillate between levels 6 and 7, its Number Of Times

Changed counter will flag it as an unstable word. If a word were of a non-general

nature, it may have two dissimilar difficulty levels. A scientific term may be an easy

5-level word to people with a science or medical background, while others may rate it
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as a difficult lO-level word. There may be gender-specific anatomical terms that the

two genders rate differently as to familiarity. For the purposes of this study, words of

obvious foreign origin and scientific terms were discarded to try to avoid the

possibility of multi-level familiarity.

CHART Program

The CHART program is designed to illustrate cumulative response data in two

graphical forms. One of the graphs illustrates how well the actual responses fit the

hypothesized responses given true Guttman scaled data, that is, all 4-level words are of

equal difficulty and easier than all 5-level words, etc. An example of such a graph is

Figure 14, which shows the program screen displaying the mean responses to all

words above and below the users' levels. If the words are placed appropriately, the

user should know easier words and not know more difficult words. The program also

graphs the distribution of all word difficulty levels for the words actually judged (see

Figure 12).
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Figure 14. CHART Program Average Response Levels
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CHAPTER 3

EXPLORING DYNAMIC SCALING

QUESTIONS AND METHODS

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

For maximum utility in ranking items for test questionnaires, the operational

characteristics of dynamic scaling must be known. Questions about how quickly items

find their proper position and how stable such an order is must be answered to gauge

the possible utility of dynamic scaling for devising tests and measures. To explore the

behavior of the procedure, several research questions were formulated and methods

devised to answer them, using experimental versions of the JUDGE program and its

database.

Question 1. How efficiently and accurately does dynamic scaling order

initially unordered items?

Question 2. Does dynamic scaling provide a means of determining if a subset

of the scaled items is stable? And, if so, how does the resultant set relate to a

Guttman scale?

Question 3. Is there a typical item response profile at various levels?

Question 4. What information can be derived from individuals' response data?
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Question 5. Is the dynamic scaling method and program suite generalizable?

That is, what changes are required to adapt the procedure to a different set of

items and responses?

METHODS

Question 1. How efficiently and accurately does dynamic scaling order

initially unordered items?

The original version of the program used 385 words and the ranking

established by the seven degreed or all-but-dissertation Ph.D.s, as previously described.

This word ranking was used as the comparison ranking for the unordered version of

the word list devised for this part of the study. The list of unordered words was a

subset of 130 words, 10 words selected from each of the thirteen difficulty levels.

The words were distributed over a wide range from their original placement. The

database structure was modified to contain the comparison word level in addition to

the present word level. For example, the l-level word exam was placed as a 6-level

word, but an additional field in the database contained a 1 to aid in later analysis of

word movement. The unordered word list was judged by a total of 165 college

students over 6 occasions over two weeks. Students included undergraduates and

graduates, native English speakers and second language speakers enrolled in a variety

of college mathematics courses. Participation in the word rating earned students a

small amount of extra credit. At the end of each day's judging, the words were moved

as indicated by the program, and the database was updated.
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The responses of native English speakers and second-language speakers were

kept separately. An opening screen asked the students their names and whether

English was their first language. The appropriate word database was loaded according

to their response to this question.

When a rater knew nonwords, that person's data were not used to update the

database. Although it appears that small errors by well-intentioned raters would not

greatly affect the word order of the database, discarding this data was the only method

of keeping the database protected from individuals who may have been less well

intentioned. Data from 82 native English speakers was used in the analyses. Analyses

included: graphic analyses of word movement, Chi-Square test of student incorrect

responses, binomial test of the direction of word movement, multiple regression for

sources of errors and correlations of student scores.

Question 2. Does dynamic scaling provide a means ofdetermining if a subset

of the scale items is stable? And, if so, how does the resultant set relate to a

Guttman scale?

Question 3. Is there a typical item response profile at various levels?

Question 4. What information can be derived from individuals' response data?

A 130-word subset of the original ordered database was used for this portion of

the study. The database consisted of ten words at each of 13 difficulty levels as

ordered by the seven degreed or all-but-dissertation Ph.D.'s. Students in five college

mathematics classes were asked to participate in judging the words and rewarded with

a small amount of extra credit for their participation. No conditions were placed upon
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the usability of the response data. Any student who wished to participate was allowed

to judge the words once. The responses of the 38 native English speakers and 17

second-language speakers were kept separately. Each student judged twenty-nine

words, approximately one-fourth of the entire database. At the end of each day, the

words were moved in response to the judging by the students. Data were gathered for

one week to allow the word list to adapt to this particular group of students.

During the second week, students at various levels (as determined by their

responses the previous week) were hired to judge the adapted word list five times and

take a paper-and-pencil vocabulary test (Speer & Smith, 1958). No words were

moved during this week to allow gathering of student response profiles and word level

statistics. Word level statistics were analyzed for stability, and the resultant word

levels and student response profiles were examined for Guttman scale characteristics.

Graphic analyses, linear regression, and correlations were used to examine and

compare typical response profiles.

Question 5. Is the dynamic scaling method and program suite generalizable?

That is, what changes are required to adapt the program to a different set of

items and responses?

In order to make the program suite generalizable, the databases were designed

to be kept externally and read into memory when the program is executed, rather than

encoded in the source code. Plain text datafiles were used throughout to allow editing

with word processors. The data structure of the database and the captions for the

option buttons were specified in a separate BASIC include file which is read in with
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the source code when the program is compiled. By design, many changes to the

program suite can be effected by changing the include file rather than changing the

source code. To test these design features and the feasibility of extending dynamic

scaling to other domains, a version of the JUDGE program suite was developed for

use in an area of medical education. The medical JUDGE program used

microbiological concepts as items, a different database structure, and a different set of

five response choices. To explore the feasibility of using the the program suite to

develop attitudinal surveys, a version of JUDGE was developed to scale statements for

use in the creation of course evaluation forms.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPLORING DYNAMIC SCALING

RESULTS

RESEARCH QUESTION 1

Question 1. How efficiently and accurately does dynamic scaling order

initially unordered items?

VVord ~ove~ent

For this part of the study, the unordered version of JUDGE was administered to

116 native English speakers and 49 second-language speakers, all college-level

students enrolled in mathematics classes. The words were judged over two weeks

with the words being moved to their new locations at the end of each few days for a

total of four moves. Since only three weeks remained until the end of the semester,

there was insufficient time to have students rate the words, move the words in

response to their rating to establish the comparison word order, unorder the words,

then conduct this analysis. For these reasons, the original word order as established

by the seven Ph.D.fgraduate student raters was used as the comparison word order.
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By not fitting the word order to this group, the correlation between the final word

order and (imperfect) comparison word order would be expected to underestimate the

correlation between the final word order and a word list actually fitted to these

students.

Of the 116 native English speakers, 34 responded that they knew to some

extent one or more of the nonwords. Some of the best mathematics students were in

this group, so their incorrect response was possibly due to trying very hard, rather than

inattention or malevolence. Of the 49 second-language students, 12 knew nonwords.

Of the original 165 students, data from 71% (82) of the native English speakers and

76% (37) of the second-language speakers were usable. There was no significant

difference between native English and second-language students in incorrect responses:

X2 (1, N = 119) = 0.40, p = .5281. However, for this part of the study only the native

English speakers' data were analyzed.

Table 3 shows both the original, unordered distribution and the final word level

distribution for the native English speakers. The table shows, for example, that the 10

l-level words were originally placed one apiece in levels 1 through 10. At the end of

all judging, these words were positioned 1 in levell, 4 in level 2, 4 in level 3, and 1

in level 4. It appears that while only 21 of the 130 words had reached their final

destinations, the word behavior (direction of movement) was correct for 96 of them.

These 96 words are comprised of 75 words that moved in the correct direction but did

not reach their goal, 5 words that were correctly placed and did not move, and 16

words that were incorrectly placed but moved to the correct level. The 34 incorrect
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behaviors were comprised of 22 words that were incorrectly placed but did not move

and 3 words that were incorrectly placed but moved in the wrong direction. Assuming

an equal likelihood of a correct and incorrect behavior, having 96 correct behaviors

and 34 incorrect behaviors is very unlikely; using Mathematicav this binomial

distribution probability was calculated as 2.47 x 10-8•
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Table 3. Original Placement versus Final Word Placement

Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

lorig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 final 1 4 4 1

20rig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 final 1 1 3 3 2

30rig 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

3 final 1 2 1 4 1 1

40rig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 final 3 1 4 2

50rig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

5 final 1 5 3 1

60rig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

6 final 2 3 2 2 1

70rig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

7 final 1 2 2 3 1 1

80rig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

8 final 1 3 3 1 2

90rig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

9 final 1 2 2 2 1 1 1

10 orig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 final 4 2 1 2 1

11 orig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

11 final 2 3 2 1 1 1

120rig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

12 final 1 3 2 2 2

13 orig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

13 final 1 2 1 3 1 1 1
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Figure 15. Word Placement Before Judging

Figure 15 graphically shows the initial word placement of the unordered words.

Note that each level's 10 words are fairly evenly spread over 13 levels. Figure 16

shows the theoretically perfect result if all words were to return to their original levels.

Figure 17 shows the actual resultant configuration after judging by native English

speakers. Note that the movement of level 1 words as described earlier to 1 in level

1, 4 in level 2, 4 in level 3, and 1 in level 4 is illustrated in Figure 17. The graph

shows that most of the words were migrating to the theoretically perfect result.
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Figure 16. Theoretical Perfect Final Placement of Words

Figure 17. Word Placement After Judging by Native English Speakers
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Error Analysis

Since most of the errors-how far each word's final placement was from its

level as established by the original seven raters-were in the correct direction, an

analysis of the amount of error was undertaken. Using STATISTICA@, a multiple

regression was used to determine that the amount of error correlated significantly

(If = .7635, p < .0001) with both the distance that the word was to be moved and the

word level. The two factors of distance and word level are themselves related. Only

level 1 words and level 13 words can move a maximum distance of 12 levels

(although in different directions), while level 7 words can move a maximum distance

of 6 levels. To determine the effect of each factor individually, partial correlations

were calculated. The squared partial correlation between distance and error,

controlling for level, was .4483 (p < .0001), while the squared partial correlation

between word level and error, controlling for distance, was .2353 (p < .0001).

In order to help visualize the amount of error with respect to the factors, the

unsigned error and unsigned distances were calculated. The correlation between

unsigned distance to .be moved and unsigned error was .8366 (p < .0001) for native

English speakers. Since both the signed and unsigned correlations between distance

and error are high, it appears that while the words were generally moving in the

correct directions, they had not been judged a sufficient number of times to complete

their respective trips. Figure 18 shows the distribution of unsigned errors with

unsigned distances and word level. It appears that the largest errors remain at the
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Figure 18. Absolute Distance versus Absolute Error

most difficult words (levels 9 - 13) with the largest distances to be moved.

The 20 words with the largest absolute errors (5 to 8 level errors) consisted

almost entirely of difficult words-words in levels 11 and above (Figure 19). The two

exceptions were the words gibbon and chyme. The level 3 word gibbon was placed at

level 7 and moved to level 8; it was one of the 3 words that moved in the wrong

direction. The second exception, chyme, is a level 9 word which was placed at level 9

but moved to level 4. This word may well have been confused with the word chime

and was treated as an easy word or it may indeed have been known by the nursing

students in the class, since it is a physiological term. The author failed to eliminate

this word as troublesome when the original 243 words were reduced to the 130 words

for this part of the study.
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Figure 19. Distribution of Errors of More Than Four Word Levels

It appears that these freshman and sophomore college students were unable to

discriminate among the difficult words as easily as they could with easier words. Of

the ten largest errors, six were placed ten or more levels from their comparison level;

these words moved in the correct direction, but had not completed their journey. The

word coccid, for example, is a level 13 word placed at level 1. It moved to level 6

but still had an error of 7 levels. Only three words in this group did not move. The

word glabella is a level 13 word placed at level 8. Most of these students responded

that they had never seen it before and, since their person levels generally were much

lower than 8, they were not able to determine how high it should be placed.

The two largest errors, the only errors of 8 levels, are inexplicable. These

words are difficult words which were placed among the easier words, but did not

move at all. The word hanse is a level 13 word placed at level 5 and the word anarch
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Figure 20. Final Word Placement

is a level 12 word placed at level 4. These words were judged 18 and 12 times

respectively, and their standard deviations were the fifth and sixth largest in the

dataset. In order to have a large standard deviation but small mean error, these words

must have been rated (correctly) as difficult by some raters and (incorrectly) as easy

by other raters. In the absence of a reasonable explanation for this occurrence-eother

than rater carelessness-these two words should probably be deleted from the dataset.

A look at the means of the final word order shows this group's ability to

discriminate decreasing with increasing word difficulty. Figure 20 shows a second-

degree regression curve fit to the plot of the final word levels. It appears that

although this group was able to move the words in the correct directions, a higher

verbal-ability group probably would be necessary to obtain correct placement of the

more difficult words.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 2, 3, AND 4

Question 2. Does dynamic scaling provide a means ofdetermining if a subset

of the scale items is stable? And, if so, how does the resultant set relate to a

Guttman scale?

Question 3. Is there a typical item response profile at various levels?

Question 4. What information can be derived from individuals' response data?

The 130-word database, order as determined by the seven Ph.D./graduate

students, was given to freshman and sophomore college mathematics students. Of the

46 native English speakers, 38 provided usable responses (they did not know non

words). Of the 21 second-language speakers, 17 provided usable data. There was no

significant difference between native English and second-language students in incorrect

responses: X2 (1, N = 55) = 0.03, p = .8647). At the end of each day the words were

moved according to the students' responses. After five days, the final order of the

database was fixed and used for an additional week to establish student response

profiles for various ability students. Since the original word order for both the native

English speakers and second-language speakers was the same, the final word order of

both groups was expected to be highly correlated, so an analysis was performed on the

movement of the words instead of the order of the words.

As Figure 21 shows, the movement of words was similar (r = .4297,

p < .0001) in both groups. There were words that both groups judged to be more and

less familiar than the levels established by the older, largely mainland educated group

of Ph.Dj'graduate students who established the initial word order. The word katydid,
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for example, was judged as less familiar by both groups than as initially ranked,

possibly because the katydid is not a common insect in Hawaii. The word lactase was

judged as more familiar than in the initial ranking, possibly because many of the

mathematics students who participated are enrolled in the university's nursing

department. Four words moved in the direction of more familiarity by more than one

level of difficulty. These four words were larva (2 levels), lactase (2 levels), chyme

(3 levels), and flexor (4 levels)-all medical or biological terms, This seems to

demonstrate the value of the dynamic scaling program to modify a rank order for a

specific test group.
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At the end of the second week, students were grouped according to their

(person level) ranking as determined by their responses to the now-fixed word

difficulty levels. Nine students from levels 2 through 7 were contracted to run the

JUDGE program five times and take a pencil-and-paper vocabulary test. Six students'

responses were consistent across all five runs of JUDGE; three students' responses

vacillated between two consecutive levels. Table 4 shows the results of the student

testing. One student, Mike, miscounted and ran JUDGE six times (with the same

person level each time). His sixth JUDGE score was discarded for purposes of

correlating the data, however all of his word responses were utilized since they would

not interfere with other data analyses.

Table 4. Student Responses and Vocabulary Test Results

Student 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Mean Vocab Test

Name Judge Judge Judge Judge Judge Score Total Score

Janice 2 2 3 3 2 2.4 33

Jeremy 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 56

Joe 6 7 6 6 6 6.2 53

Irma 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 52

Beti 3 3 3 3 3 3.0 44

Salim 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 46

Han Sin 2 3 3 3 2 2.6 32

Mike 7 7 7 7 7 7.0 66

Teri 7 7 7 7 7 7.0 64
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Response Profiles by Ability

Figure 22 shows the response profiles for the 46 runs of JUDGE (with 29

words per run) totalling 1334 word judgings by this test group. It appears that there is

a general, ogive-like response pattern for different person levels when the word list has

been matched to the test group. Members of this test group seemed able to

differentiate within about plus-or-minus five difficulty levels from their person level.

The words appear well ordered for this group in that there are only minor inversions

for difficult words three, nine, and eleven steps above the students' person levels. One

could attribute these small inversions to guessing, random errors, or the difficulty of

the task of judging how little one knows very difficult words. Later analyses show

that a person's ability to discriminate among word levels decreases drastically for

Can Give Definition ..,..,....""'-'

ood Understanding

Have an Idea .

Seen or Heard It

I Don't Know It ..

"0..... Person Level 2
'0... Person Level 3
'0.... Person Level 5
~ Person Level 6
........... Person level 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Word Difficul Level
Figure 22. Response Profiles for Various Person Levels (Mean Responses for

1334 Word Judgings)
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for difficult words three, nine, and eleven steps above the students' person levels. One

could attribute these small inversions to guessing, random errors, or the difficulty of

the task of judging how little one knows very difficult words. Later analyses show

that a person's ability to discriminate among word levels decreases drastically for

words that are very familiar or very unfamiliar.

Combined Response Profile

Figure 23 shows the response profile for all persons at all levels. The mean

response at each word level correlates strongly (r = -.9235, p < .0001) with the

distance a word lies from the person level. Minor inversions appear at words two and

three levels above the users' person level. It was noted earlier (see Figure 20) that

students in that test group were also less able to differentiate among words at levels

much higher than their own person levels.

Words judged to be nine or more levels above the student's level accounted for

less than 1.5% of the total words judged. This occurred for the few students whose

person level was low, 4 or lower. (Since the highest word level in the database is 13,

a person would have to be at level 2 in order to judge a word 11 levels above the

person's level.) For purposes of curve fitting, these atypical extreme scores were

deleted since they would affect the curve fitting at least as much as the more central

scores. The words judged at the person level (level 0 in Figure 23) accounted for
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nearly 24% of the total words judged while levels 9, 10, and 11 each accounted for

less than 1% of the total.

Can Give Definition 0
0

(+2)

Good Understanding
(+1)

Have an Idea
(0)

Seen or Heard It
(-1)

0

I Don't Know 0

(-2)

-6 ·5 -4 ·3 ·2 -1 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Distance From Person Level

Figure 23. Profile of all User Responses for 1334 Word Judgings Showing
Mean Response to Various Word Difficulty Levels

Response Linearity

Figure 24 uses the data from Figure 23 to demonstrate linearity of word level

responses in the region about the person level. A linear regression through the points
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from -3 to +3 word levels shows a correlation of -.9717, indicating that the data points

are very nearly collinear in this region. This is important, since the program adjusts

the word difficulty level in a linear relationship to the user response option selected

(up 2 levels, up 1 level, same level, down 1 level, or down 2 levels); thus interval data

is assumed. The regression equation in Figure 24 has a y-intercept of 0.0226 (0 is the

theoretically perfect value, so this fit is very good) with a slope of -0.5643, indicating

that each change of one user response level (one button) is met by a change of 1.77

0/0.5643) word difficulty levels. If one were to use dynamic scaling to make a

vocabulary test limited to this group, it may be desirable to use eight or nine word

levels instead of the 13 currently used, in order to obtain a more nearly one-to-one

relationship between response option intervals and word difficulty level intervals.

Stability of Fitted Data

Can Give Definition

Good Understanding

Have an Idea

Seen or Heard It

I Don't Know

a 0

o 0
a a 0

o
o
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Figure 24. Linearity of Mean Response at Person Level
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The nine students who were contracted to JUDGE words multiple times for

reliability data were the last to rate this word list. It was assumed that the word list

was best adapted to these raters, since the words had been moved up to five times

previously. The word order was not changed while the reliability of rater scores was

being determined, but the internal calculations within the JUDGE program continued.

An examination of the program-recommended word movement shows a very stable

core of 49 words, 55% of those sufficiently judged. Some of the words, if permitted,

would have still moved though, even in this adapted word list. Of the 130 words in

the word list, 89 were judged three times or more (and thus were eligible to be

moved). Table 5 shows that 40 of these words would have moved. A count of these

words shows that 20 would move up and 20 move down with a signed average

movement of 0.05 word levels and an unsigned average of 0.98 levels for these 40

words.

Table 5. Word Movement of Fitted Data

I Size of Move I Frequency I Percent of Total I
Move 0 Levels 49 55%

Move 1 Level 33 37%

Move 2 Levels 7 8%

The movement of words appears to have no obvious pattern. These relatively

unstable words could be eliminated from the list during the development process of a

vocabulary scale. Alternatively, a change in word level size may accommodate this

word flutter.
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In the Response Linearity section above, it was determined that if there were

fewer word levels, each 1.77 times as large as currently, there would be close to a

one-to-one relationship between a change of one response level and a change of one

word difficulty level. The distribution was then recalculated assuming this larger word

level size. If there were fewer word levels, and each level were 1.77 times as large as

currently, the distribution of word movement would be as in Table 6. In this case, ten

Table 6. Word Movement Assuming Larger Word Levels

I Size of Move I Frequency I Percent of Total I
Move 0 Levels 68 76%

Move 1 Level 19 24%

Move 2 Levels 0 0%

words would move up and nine would move down. Regardless of the word level size,

it appears that the stability of one word tends to be offset by instability of another

since the rater scores (Table 4) are reliable.

Edge Effects

Figure 23 also demonstrates the deleterious effect that bounded values have on

errors. If the mean value is somewhere between the extreme scores (+2 and -2), the

effect of errors in judgement is reduced somewhat in that overestimations and

underestimations tend to cancel each other. For scores at the bounds of -2 and +2, all

errors are in the same direction, toward zero. Consider a very difficult word, nine

levels above the rater's person level. It is possible for raters to occasionally

overestimate its familiarity by responding with I have seen or heard it, but it is not
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possible to underestimate its familiarity because there is no response more unfamiliar

than I don 't know it. At the extreme scores, then, all errors tend to sum rather than

cancel.

The curve in Figure 23 is decreasing, indicating decreasing familiarity as the

word difficulty increases. In order to better analyze the familiarity function

graphically, the values along the horizontal axis were transposed left-for-right so that

the familiarity function increases to the right, indicating increasing familiarity as the

word difficulty level decreases (Figure 25). The mean response scores (which range

from +2 to -2 on the vertical axis) were linearly transformed into a function ranging

from 0 to 1. A score of 0 indicates complete absence of the characteristic (familiarity

in this case) while a 1 indicates total familiarity, as is typical with most item response

curves. While it may appear as obfuscation, the new scale retains the same

information as the original scale, since the two graphs can be transposed from one to

the other without loss of information. The advantages of analyzing an increasing

function are that item response curves are traditionally increasing, and this format

allows easier interpretation of both the changes in the graph and the changes in the

slope of the graph.
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Figure 25. Familiarity Function Showing Increasing Familiarity as Word
Difficulty Decreases from Person Level

Familiarity and Discrimination Functions

In Figure 25, the third-degree polynomial curve through the data points fits

very well (R2 = .9834), indicating that the function describes the relationship between

familiarity and word difficulty. By looking at the slope of this polynomial function,

we can obtain a measure of how changes in familiarity relate to changes in word

difficulty. This new function could be interpreted as a measure of how well

respondents discriminate among words of different difficulty levels and different

distances from the user's person level.

Figure 26 shows the first derivative of the familiarity function. It shows the

slope of the familiarity function, or how large a change in familiarity accompanies a

change of one word difficulty level. It shows that respondents were able to
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discriminate among word levels best for words closest to their person level. It appears

that these respondents were unable to discriminate among words five or more (of

these) levels above and below their person level.
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Figure 26. Discrimination Function Showing Discrimination Decreases as
Word Difficulty Level Differs from Person Level

Validity

Although this study was not designed to focus primarily on the development of

a vocabulary test, it was deemed important for the demonstration of the utility of the

dynamic scaling method to briefly illuminate the reliability and validity of such a test.
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To do this, correlations were determined between students total and subscores on a

paper-and-pencil vocabulary test (Speer & Smith, 1958) with their mean JUDGE

score. Intercorrelations of student's JUDGE scores were also analyzed to determine

the reliability of response scores. The students' mean scores from the JUDGE

program correlated highly (r = .93953, p < .0001) with their total scores on the pen-

and-pencil vocabulary test. Figure 27 shows the distribution of the nine students'

scores. The mean scores also correlated highly with the two vocabulary subtest

scores. The correlation with the Word Meanings subtest was .9085 (p = .001) and was

r = .9463 (p < .0001) with the Word Discrimination subtest. The ten intercorrelations

among the five JUDGE scores for all students were significant (in all cases r > .9720,

p < .001) indicating a very high consistency among student person scores once the

word list was fitted to the subjects.

Correlation: r = .93953
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RESEARCH QUESTION 5

Question 5. Is the dynamic scaling program suite generalizable? That is, what

changes are required to adapt the program to a different set of items and responses?

Medical Education JUDGE

To check the feasibility of extending the procedure to other domains, a version

of the JUDGE program was developed for use in medical education. To aid in

curriculum development and tracking, medical terms were ranked by medical students

using JUDGE as they progressed through a particular content unit. This ranking of

terms could then be used to help students assess their own development along a

novice-expert continuum or aid in assessing which and how quickly learned

information is lost or retained over time.

The medical school version of the JUDGE program required mostly cosmetic

changes. The width of each test item was increased to 50 characters to account for the

length of the terms. This change and the very long descriptors for the five response

options required a compete revision of the user interface. The descriptors for the

response options were too long to fit on the five push buttons, so the response options

were printed in multiple lines on the screen, while the button text labels were phrases

referring to the complete option. Figure 28 shows the user screen for the medical

school version of the JUDGE program. Although the user interface appearance is

somewhat different, the total time needed to modify the program suite to process the

new data structure was about three hours; most of this time was spent making the

cosmetic changes.
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, "

VERY GOOD UNDERSTANDING
I have a UERY GOOD UNDERSTANDING of this
word and could be used as a resource person
to explain its meaning to a classmate.

GOOD UNDERSTANDING 1 I have a GOOD UNDERSTANDING of this word and
could proceed if it appeared in a problem
solving context regarding the eNS.

AIR UNDERSTANDING
I have a FAIR UNDERSTANDinG of this word.
having been exposed in a prior course.
through PBL, or in a personal experience.

I have seen this word before and have a
VAGUE IDEA of its meaning.VAGUE IDEA___1

ProgressYour

I have nEUER SEEN this word before.
NEUER SEEN___1

Figure 28. JUDGE Program Screen for Medical School Program

Most of the programming changes necessary for this modification of the

JUDGE program were made in one include file, MYSTRUCT.BI (MySTRUCTures,

Basic Include file). The number of test items, structure of each item, and screen

button labels are defined in this file, so as to allow easy adaptation of the program to

other content areas. MYSTRUCT.BI is listed in Figure 29.

The medical terms were initially placed in eight levels, and all of the error-

tracking features of the dynamic scaling procedure worked within this newly-defined

range.
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'This include file is used in the medical school version of JUDGE and EDITOR

OPTION BASE 1
CaNST Size = 45 I number of medical terms in list

I these are the captions for the on-screen buttons
CaNST BOCap$ = "VERY GOOD UNDERSTANDING"
CaNST BICap$ = "GOOD UNDERSTANDING"
CaNST B2Cap$ = "FAIR UNDERSTANDING"
CaNST B3Cap$ = "VAGUE IDEA"
CaNST B4Cap$ = "NEVER SEEN"

TYPE DataType
RecordNum AS INTEGER
word AS STRING * 50
Level AS INTEGER
NewLevel AS SINGLE
Next AS INTEGER
Start AS INTEGER
TotRate AS INTEGER
TotRate2 AS LONG
TotCount AS INTEGER
TempRate AS INTEGER
TimesJudged AS INTEGER
TimesChangedAS INTEGER
StandardDev AS SINGLE

END TYPE

, Keep track of record order in file.
, term to be judged
, current level
, suggested new level
, flag to mark next word at this level
I flag to mark first word at this level
I sum of "errors"
, sum of "errors squared"
, times judged at current level
, temporary storage for user response
, holds TOTAL times judged
, holds TOTAL times changed (ever)
, hold standard deviation of word "error"

TYPE BadType
word
Next
Start
Resp

END TYPE

AS STRING * 50
AS INTEGER
AS INTEGER
AS INTEGER

, nonword
, flag for next nonword
I flag for first nonword
, holds response to nonword

DIM SHARED WordList(Size) AS DataType
DIM SHARED BadWords(l5) AS BadType

'holds datafile that is read in
'holds fake words

Figure 29. Include File for Medical School Version of JUDGE Program

Course Evaluation Statements

Another version of the JUDGE program was developed to demonstrate the

feasibility of using dynamic scaling to order descriptive statements for a course
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evaluation form (Figure 30). The total time for this adaptation was about two hours,

comparatively much less than the time needed for the medical school modifications.

This reduction reflects recent familiarity with the modification process. In real-world

implementation, these programs would probably not be modified frequently, so the

modification time could realistically be much longer than this.

Figure 30. User Screen of Modified Version of JUDGE Program Used to
Develop Questions for a Course Evaluation Survey
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

DYNAMIC SCALING PROGRAM SUITE

Language Choice and Structure

The computer language and program structure of JUDGE, EDITOR. and

CHART were chosen to maximize the speed of execution while allowing ease in

modification. Visual Basic for DOS@ (1992) was eventually chosen for this version of

the dynamic scaling program suite (see appendices for source code) because previous

Windowsv-based implementations were very slow on small computers typically found

in schools. The current language is similar to older BASIC dialects so that it is

readable by many, yet it can be easily ported to Visual Basic for Windows's should a

Windows's version be desired. By using comma-delimited plain text files for input

and output, the scale items are easily modifiable with most word processors and the

output data can be easily imported into most spreadsheets and statistical programs for

further analyses. Speed is maintained by storing all input and output data in computer

memory during the human interaction (rating) portion of program execution. The data

structures and screen "button" labels are defined in a separate plain text BASIC

include file, MYSTRUCT.BI, so that minor changes can be implemented by changing
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this one file and recompiling the programs. Flowcharts are provided so that dynamic

scaling can be implemented in other computer languages and applications.

Program Behavior

Ordering. The current implementation of dynamic scaling was designed to

react relatively slowly to response deviations. An item must be judged at least three

times before the New Level field in the item database is updated. This was a

deliberate choice to prevent, or at least reduce the chance of, one unusual response

causing an item to move. Each time an item is moved, this counter is reset to zero so

that at least three more judgings are needed before the item is moved again. By

requiring at least three judgings before an item is moved, the frequency and amount of

erroneous movement is reduced, since any erroneous data is at most one-third of the

total data for each item. Since this requirement delays the movement of items each

time an item is moved, it also greatly slows the movement of truly misplaced or

unordered items. So while the generic dynamic scaling algorithm does allow the

ordering of unordered items, it is not very efficient. Should dynamic scaling be used

specifically to order unordered items, the ordering process would be accelerated by

eliminating the requirement that the Number of Times Judged counter be three or

more.

Although slow, the movement of the words used as items in the prototype

program was accurate as determined by comparison with the initial word ranking. It

was found that 96 words moved correctly while 34 did not. The probability of this

occurrence happening by chance was calculated as less than one in a million.
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Stability. Various aspects of stability were explored. In the demonstration

vocabulary test, individual respondent scores were stable after the word list was fitted

to the larger response group. Nine students of various abilities were contracted to run

the JUDGE program five times, each using largely different words each time. The ten

intercorrelations among the five scores were significant (in all cases r > .9720 with

p < .0001) indicating highly consistent person scores.

The individual scaled items were much less stable. Analyzing word movement

data from the word list used by these same students revealed that about 55% of the

words judged three or more times were stable. An analysis of the response curve

showed that the percentage of stable words could have been increased to 76% for this

respondent sample by increasing the width and decreasing the number of the word

levels. Increasing the width of the word levels would also have made the relationship

between response levels and word levels more one-to-one for this respondent group.

If dynamic scaling were being used to initially develop a scale (and therefore no

response curves were available), the items that were found to be unstable could be

eliminated and existing stable items retained. The overall stability of the scale would

increase over time through this winnowing process.

The thirteen word difficulty levels used in this study were determined

somewhat arbitrarily while obtaining roughly equal numbers of words in each level,

and it was found that the number of difficulty levels affected item stability and

individual response profiles. Although not tested, fewer item levels would appear to

have increased person score stability at the expense of discrimination among persons
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of similar familiarity levels. In developing any new application using dynamic

scaling, it would seem wise to err on the side of too many, rather than too few, initial

item levels; then response curves could be used to determine the final of the number

of item levels. Stability and discrimination, as well as the context of the particular

application, would be factors to consider in this process.

Response Profiles. Although the concept of dynamic scaling is empirical in

nature, the response curves generated seem to fit psychophysical theory. Figure 23

(p. 65) shows the relationship between the word difficulty levels (measured from the

person level) and mean responses to the levels. The s-shaped curve is very similar to

the curves obtained when mean responses to interval data are plotted. Jones (1960)

states that "for a wide range of stimuli, an observed relation between category means

and successive-intervals scale ... is monotonic but concave toward the abscissa"

[horizontal axis] (p. 17). Stevens (1960) observes that subjects seem to be unable to

make truly equal-interval judgements; they demonstrate a "systematic bias" (p. 52).

Why is this so? The answer seems to hinge on the fact that a person's

sensitivity to differences (measured in subjective units) is not uniform over the

scale.... A given difference that is large and obvious near the low end of the

range is much less impressive in the upper part of the scale. This asymmetry

in the observer's appreciation of differences produces a systematic bias

(pp. 52-53).

In this demonstration of dynamic scaling, the user response means result from

data that are assumed to be interval, or nearly interval, since the word difficulty levels
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are assigned integer values (1, 2, 3 etc.). Since the response curves generated are

similar to those generated from interval data, there is nothing in our results to indicate

that the assumption of interval word difficulty levels is inappropriate.

Guttman Characteristics. The family of response curves obtained after the

scale items have been fitted to the respondents indicates that there are typical

responses (mean responses) for words at difficulty levels near the rater's person level.

The response curves indicate that users respond with more familiarity to words below

their person level and less familiarity to words above their person level. To the extent

that a person level score can be used to predict mean responses to various scale items,

then the word list was found to have characteristics of a Guttman scale. While the

concept of a perfect Guttman scale deals with binary choices (e.g., correct/incorrect or

agree/disagree), so that one's total numeric score identifies which items were answered

correctly (or agreed with), dynamic scaling deals with degree of familiarity, or degree

of agreement. Since dynamic scaling deals with a range of responses, or the mean of

that range of responses, the obtained response curve (see Figure 25 on page 70) looks

very similar to the probabilistic item response curves from Item Response Theory.

GENERALIZIBILITY AND APPLICATIONS

Medical Education and Other Applications

The prototype dynamic scaling vocabulary test suite was modified to demonstrate

two other typical applications of dynamic scaling. First, a self-assessment application

in medical education was developed to allow students to assess their knowledge in a

medical content area. Many medical schools are moving away from traditional
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lecture-based instruction to more student-directed learning. This is seen to have

valuable carryover to the real world, since working physicians must direct their own

learning to stay current with the field for the rest of their careers. Crucial to the

success of self-directed learning is the ability to honestly assess one's own progress.

This application of dynamic scaling could provide a fast, no-threat method for students

to assess their own knowledge. It also could help educators track which concepts

students learn first or last, or measure how well students' perceptions of their own

knowledge match the instructors' perceptions of student knowledge.

Secondly, dynamic scaling was modified to rank descriptive statements for a

course evaluation form. If there are items that form a generally unidimensional scale

and can be used to describe a course, then the relative importance or

positiveness/negativeness of the various statements should be known. For example,

"The instructor arrived on time" is a positive statement, but it is probably not a

positive as "The grading system was fair." Although both statements superficially

seem to measure different aspects of a course, both statements reflect somewhat on the

professionalism of the instructor. In order to get a truer picture of the overall student

attitude of a course, the relative scaling of these two statements could be important,

say, for individual weightings of the items to obtain an overall score. The

demonstration application of dynamic scaling could be used to perform this scaling.

Generally, the dynamic scaling procedure could be used to perform any scaling task

where items are presented one by one and responded to on an interval scale. Thus, it

could be used to develop self-report test instruments as well as attitude scales.
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Accommodating Diversity

Dynamic scaling can be considered a technological accommodation to diversity.

Consider the prototype vocabulary test. Unless the test is locally developed, it is

impossible to know what differences exist between the test nonning group and the

individuals taking the test. Although some published tests try to reduce this effect by

listing gender norms, it is unlikely that the same vocabulary test norms are appropriate

for, say, 14 year-old males from Appalachia, the Bronx, Watts, and Hawaii. Dynamic

scaling appears to offer an empirical method of adapting scaled items to accommodate

geographic areas, ethnic groups, and socio-economic groups. Since this adaptation is

empirical, this accommodation can avoid cultural sensitivity issues.

Administration Time

Dynamic scaling makes possible the sampling of a relatively large number of

responses in a short period of time. When the same students ran the JUDGE program

five times and took the National Achievement Tests Vocabulary Test (Speer & Smith,

1958), the time required to answer 80 questions on the pencil-and-paper test varied

from 15 to 20 minutes (timed by wristwatch) while the five runs of JUDGE took less

than 10 minutes for all students. The difference in test item length and test modality

seemed to account for the great difference in test administration time; in ten minutes a

student could JUDGE 149 words (5 times 29) or answer approximately 40 questions

on this paper-and-pencil test. In this study then, dynamic scaling held better than a

three-to-one speed advantage over the traditional test. Importantly, the correlation

between the students' scores on the JUDGE and pencil-and-paper tests was very high
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(r = .93953, P < .0001). Of course, the tasks on the two tests were different: on the

paper test students demonstrated their word knowledge and on the computer version

the raters reported their word knowledge. The dynamic scaling instrument is a se1f

report instrument, and its use and results would have to be treated as such. It could be

very useful for self-assessment, for pretests and readiness measures, and for low stakes

placement tests.

It appears that dynamic scaling has great promise as a tool for the development

and administration of quick and accurate scale instruments.
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APPENDIX A: MAKE FILE FOR THE JUDGE PROGRAM

The following "make file" is used to compile the JUDGE.EXE program.

FORMl.FRM
DATA.FRM
TRYWAIT.FRM
RESULTS.FRM
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APPENDIX B: FORMl.FRM SOURCE CODE

Version 1.00
'This section describes the properties of the background form.
BEGIN Form Forml

AutoRedraw =-1
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 2
Caption = ""
ControlBox = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(l5)
Height = Char(23)
Left = Char(2)
MaxButton = 0
MinButton = 0
MousePointer = 0
Tag = ""
Top = Char(2)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(78)
WindowState = 0
BEGIN Custom CGauge

Action = 0
Alignment = 0
Archive = 0
AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyIe = 1
Caption = "Your Progress"
Checked = 0
Column = 0
DragMode = 0
Drive = ""
Enabled = -1
Filename =""
ForeColor = QBCoIor(8)
Height = Char(5)
Hidden = 0
Interval = 0
LargeChange = 0
Left = Char(54)
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ListCount = 0
Listlndex = 0
Max = 100
Min = 0
Mode = 0
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
Normal = 0
Path = ""
Pattern = ""
ReadOnly = -1
Row = 0
ScrollBars = 0
SelLength = 0
SelStart = 0
SelText = ""
SmallChange = 0
Sorted = 0
Style = 1
System = 0
TabIndex = 6
TabStop = 0
Tag = ""
Text = ""
Top = Char(O)
TypeID = "MhGauge"
Value = 0
Visible = 0
Width = Char(l7)

END
BEGIN Frame Frame2

BackColor = QBColor(7)
Caption = ""
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(5)
Left = Char(26)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 2
Tag = ""
Top = Char(O)
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Visible = -1
Width = Char(23)
BEGIN PictureBox WordBox

AutoRedraw =-1
BackColor = QBColor(4)
BorderStyIe = 1
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(l5)
Height = Char(3)
Left = Char(1)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 3
TabStop = 0
Tag = ""
Top = Char(O)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(l9)

END
END
BEGIN PictureBox Logo

AutoRedraw =-1
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(8)
Height = Char(5)
Left = Char(4)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 5
TabStop = 0
Tag = ""
Top = Char(O)
Visible = 0
Width = Char(17)

END
BEGIN Custom InvButton

Action = 0
Alignment = 0
Archive = 0
AutoRedraw = 0
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BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
Caption = ""

Checked =0
Column =0
DragMode =0
Drive = Itll

Enabled =0
Filename = ""

ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(3)
Hidden =0
Index =0
Interval =0
LargeChange =0
Left = Char(2)
ListCount =0
ListIndex =0
Max =0
Min =0
Mode =0
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine =0
Normal =0
Path = "u

Pattern = 1111

ReadOnly =0
Row =0
ScrollBars =0
SelLength =0
SelStart =0
SelText = ""

SmallChange =0
Sorted =0
Style =0
System =0
TabIndex =7
TabStop = -1
Tag = 1111

Text = 1111

Top = Char(l7)
TypeID = "MhInvisible"
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Value
Visible
Width

=0
= -1
= Char(72)

END
BEGIN Frame Frame1

BackColor = QBColor(7)
Caption = ""
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(8)
Height = Char(5)
Left = Char(O)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 0
Tag = ""
Top = Char(16)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(76)
BEGIN CommandButton button

BackColor = QBColor(7)
Cancel = 0
Caption = "Command1"
Default = 0
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
Height = Char(3)
Index = 0
Left = Char(l)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 1
TabStop = -1
Tag - ""
Top = Char(O)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(71)

END
END
BEGIN CommandButton ExitButton

BackColor = QBColor(7)
Cancel = 0
Caption = ""
Default = 0
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DECLARE SUB PrtResults 0
DECLARE SUB LoadData 0
DECLARE SUB CleanUp 0

DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
Height = Char(3)
Left = Char(50)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 4
TabStop = 0
Tag = ""
Top = Char(l)
Visible = 0
Width = Char(4)

END
END
'Load the appropriate forms and include files.
'$FORM results
'$FORM form2
'$FORM TryWait
'$INCLUDE: 'c:\vbtdos\vbtdl00.bi'
'$INCLUDE: 'mystruct.bi'

DECLARE FUNCTION GetNextWord (i AS INTEGER) AS STRING
DECLARE FUNCTION NextLevel (CurLevel AS INTEGER,

Resp AS INTEGER) AS INTEGER
DECLARE FUNCTION GetNextBadWord (i AS INTEGER) AS STRING

'Prints results to screen from disk
'Load data into memory
'Saves data to disk and prints results to
'disk

DECLARE SUB Intro 0 'Asks if user wants to continue, etc.
DECLARE SUB SetUpForm 0 'Draws test form on screen
DECLARE SUB PrtWord (a$) 'Centers word on screen
DECLARE SUB DoFakeWord (i AS INTEGER) 'Shows a fake word on screen
DECLARE SUB DoResids 0 'Writes datafiles summarizing user's resps

DIM SHARED a$ 'holds word
DIM SHARED WordCount AS INTEGER 'counts words judged
DIM SHARED Response AS INTEGER 'response to current word
DIM SHARED CurLevel AS INTEGER 'Current word level
DIM SHARED GraphChar$ 'Character used to print graphs
DIM SHARED test AS INTEGER 'developer flag to omit personal data
DIM SHARED ctr AS LONG 'counter for this
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DIM SHARED BadWordCtr AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED ThisTest(30) AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED ThisTestSort(30) AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED ThisCtr AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED Last AS INTEGER
30)
DIM SHARED ThisWordPtr AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED Pointers(30) AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED Current$
DIM SHARED NextBadWord AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED Ignore AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED TotBadResponses AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED PreviousResponse AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED PreviousBadWord AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED Resps(l3, 4) AS INTEGER

DIM SHARED Median AS INTEGER

COMMON SHARED UserName$
COMMON SHARED UserGrade$
COMMON SHARED DataIsOK%

'points to current fake word
'pointers to words judged this run
,duplicate pointers which are sorted
,counter for pointers
'number of words judged (usually

'pointer to current word
'pointers to the 30 words judged
'holds current word
'points to next bad word
'flag to ignore response
'Total of all responses to nonwords
'pointer to previous response
'pointer to previous non word
'holds sum, count of resps to
'judged words
'holds user's median response
'("user response")

'holds user name for reports
'holds user data
'flag to save/reject user data

SUB Button_Click (Index AS INTEGER)
,**********************************************************************
, This code is executed every time the user presses one of the five bars.
,**********************************************************************

DIM i AS INTEGER
DIM TempWord AS DataType
CGauge.visible = -1
Logo.visible = -1
IF Ignore = 0 THEN
CGauge.Value = WordCount * 100 \ 30
WordCount = WordCount + 1
IF WordCount = 31 THEN

Last = ThisCtr
CleanUp
LOAD results
TryWait.HIDE
results.SHOW
EXIT SUB
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,show progress guage
'show logo
'don't ignore this response
'update guage
,increment word counter
'if end, calculate results



'toggle ignore flag, show nonword

'wordcount = 31
'make sure [ -3 < Response < 3 ]
'truncate if too big

'end 'time to show nonword'
=0
'If user 'knows' nonwords, set flag

TempWord = WordList(ThisWordPtr) 'Get current word
TempWord.TempRate = Response 'Store response
WordList(ThisWordPtr) = TempWord 'Save current word
Resps(CurLevel, 1) = Resps(CurLevel, 1) + Response
Resps(CurLevel, 2) = Resps(CurLevel, 2) + 1
i = NextLevel(CurLevel, Response) 'get next level

END IF
Response = 2 - Index
IF Response > 2 THEN Response = 2
IF Response < -2 THEN Response = -2
PreviousResponse = Response 'save this response for later access
END IF 'don't ignore
IF (WordCount = 5) OR (WordCount = 20) THEN 'Is time to show nonword?

Response = 2 - Index 'Make sure [ -3 < Response < 3 ]
IF Response > 2 THEN Response = 2 'Truncate if too big
IF Response < -2 THEN Response = -2
DoFakeWord (Ignore)
IF Ignore = 0 THEN

TotBadResponses = TotBadResponses + (4 - Index) 'Total all bad resps
BadWords(PreviousBadWord).Resp = Response 'save nonword response
Response = PreviousResponse 'reload prey resp from real word

ELSE
EXIT SUB

END IF
END IF
IF TotBadResponses > 1 THEN DataIsOK%

IF (WordCount = 10) THEN
i = 1

END IF
'force a l-Ievel (easy) word

IF (WordCount = 26) THEN
i = 13

END IF
'force a I3-level (hard) word

CurLevel = i
ThisTest(ThisCtr) = Pointers(i)
ThisCtr = ThisCtr + I

'save address of each word judged
'increment counter
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Current$ = GetNextWord(i)
PrtWord (Current$)

END SUB

'get the next word
'if not end, show the word

'sort the response pointers

'Sum error
'Sum Squared error
'Increment count

'Find each word judged
'Find each response
'Find word level
'Find difference between word and person
'Truncate to 121

SUB CleanUp 0
'**********************************************************************
, This code is executed once after all words have been judged.
, It performs all calculations.
'**********************************************************************

DIM TempWord AS DataType
DIM TempBadWord AS BadType
DIM i, j, k, 1, PrevLevel, Freq, MaxFreq, Multimodal, Mode AS INTEGER
DIM a$, b$
DIM kl AS SINGLE
TryWait.Label1.Caption = "Calculating... "
UNLOAD Fonnl 'Remove form from memory
TryWait.SHOW 'Show the form that says "Calculating... "
FOR i = 1 TO 30 'Duplicate Pointers for sort

ThisTestSort(i) = ThisTest(i)
NEXT i
FOR i = 1 TO Last - 1

FOR j = i TO Last - 1
IF Wordl.isu'Ihis'Iestsorttnj.Level > WordList(ThisTestSort(j».Level THEN

SWAP ThisTestSort(i), ThisTestSort(j)
END IF

NEXTj
NEXTi
IF DataIsOK% = -1 THEN 'Update Database if User Resps are OK
1 = WordList(ThisTestSort(Last \ 2».Level 'Find Median ("Person Level")
Median = I 'save median value
FOR i = 1 TO Last - 1

TempWord = Wordl.istt'Ihis'Tesui)
j = TempWord.TempRate
k = TempWord.Level
k = 1- k
IF k > 2 THEN k = 2
IF k < -2 THEN k = -2
k = k - j 'Find "error"
TempWord.TotRate = TempWord.TotRate + k
TempWord.TotRate2 = TempWord.TotRate2 + k * k
TempWord.TotCount = TempWord.TotCount + 1
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k1 = SQR(kl / TempWord.TotCount)
IF k1 < .001 THEN k1 = .001
TempWord.StandardDev = k1
k1 = TempWord.TotRate / TempWord.TotCount 'Calculate avg error
k1 = FIX(kl * 100) / 100 'Round to 2 decimal places
IF TempWord.TotCount > 2 THEN TempWord.NewLevel =
TempWord.Level + k1

END IF

TempWord.TimesJudged = TempWord.TimesJudged + 1 'Increement count
TempRate = 0 'Remove this response
IF TempWord.TotCount > 0 THEN

k1 = TempWord.TotRate2 - TempWord.TotRate A 2 / TempWord.TotCount
'SS
'Standard Deviation
,Avoid scientific notation

Wordl.istfIhis'Iesui) = TempWord 'Store the updated data

NEXT i
i = 1
f1 % = FREEFILE
OPEN "words.xxx" FOR OUTPUT AS #f1% 'Write updated word data file.
WHILE i < = Size

TempWord = WordList(i)
a$ = TempWord.word
PRINT #f1 %, TempWord.RecordNum; "," + CHR$(34); RTRIM$(a$);

CHR$(34) + ",";
PRINT #f1%, TempWord.Level; ","; TempWord.NewLevel; ",";
PRINT #f1%, TempWord.Next; ","; TempWord.Start; ",";

TempWord.TotRate; ", ";
PRINT #f1%, TempWord.TotRate2; ","; TempWord.TotCount; ",";
PRINT #f1 %, TempWord.TempRate; ","; TempWord.TimesJudged; ",";
PRINT #f1 %, TempWord.TimesChanged; ","; TempWord.StandardDev
i = i + 1

WEND
CLOSE #f1 %
END IF 'if user data is OK

i = 1
t2 % = FREEFILE
OPEN "BADWORDS.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #t2%

WHILE i < = 15
TempBadWord = BadWords(i)

'store non-word file
'to disk
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PRINT #f2%, CHR$(34) + TempBadWord.word + CHR$(34) + ",";
PRINT #f2%, TempBadWord. Next; ", "; TempBadWord.Start; ", ";

TempBadWord. Resp
i = i + 1

WEND
CLOSE #f2%
f3% = FREEFILE
OPEN "results.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #f3% 'write user response report

'to disk
I = WordList(ThisTestSort(Last \ 2)).Level 'find the median
a$ = RTRIM$(UserName$) + II II + RTRIM$(UserGrade$)
a$ = LEFT$(a$, 20)
IF DataIsOK% = -1 THEN

a$ = a$ + II on II + FORMAT$(NOW, "mmm d, yyyy") + II at II +
FORMAT$(NOW, "ttttt")

ELSE
a$ = a$ + II Non-Words Were Known"

END IF
a$ = SPACE$(40 - LEN(RTRIM$(a$)) / 2) + a$
PRINT #f3%, a$
FOR i = 13 TO 1 STEP -1

IFi <> I THEN
p$ = STRING$(Last * 2, II ")

ELSE
p$ = STRING$(Last * 2 - 2, CHR$(l96))

END IF
FOR j = 1 TO Last - 1

TempWord = WordList(ThisTest(j))
k = TempWord.Level
IF k > i THEN MID$(p$, j * 2 - 1, 2) = CHR$(204) + CHR$(l85)

'IHI
IF k = i THEN MID$(p$, j * 2 - 1, 2) = CHR$(201) + CHR$(l87),

rr==iJ
NEXTj
IF i < > 13 THEN

IF i = I THEN
PRINT #f3%, II Median II + RIGHT$(" II + STR$(i), 3) + II II + p$

ELSE
PRINT #f3%, SPACE$(9) + RIGHT$(" II + STR$(i), 3) + II II + p$

END IF
ELSE

PRINT #f3%, II Level II + RIGHT$(" " + STR$(i), 3) + II II + p$
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END IF
NEXT i
b$ = CHR$(200) + CHR$(188)
FOR i = 1 TO 5

b$ = b$ + b$
NEXT i
b$ = LEFT$(b$, Last * 2 - 2)
PRINT m%, SPACE$(13) + b$
PRINT m%, SPACE$(42) + "Words"
CLOSE #f3%

f6% = FREEFILE

, lb!J

'Write report of user response to
'disk

OPEN "sorted.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #f6%
I = WordList(ThisTestSort(Last \ 2».Level
PRINT #f6 %, a$
FOR i = 13 TO 1 STEP-1

IFi <> I THEN
p$ = STRING$(Last * 2, " ")

ELSE
p$ = STRING$(Last * 2 - 2, CHR$(l96»

END IF
FOR j = 1 TO Last - 1

TempWord = Wordl.istf'Ihis'Iestdorttj)
k = TempWord.Level
IF k > i THEN MID$(p$, j * 2 - 1, 2) = CHR$(204) + CHR$(l85)

, IHI
IF k = i THEN MID$(p$, j * 2 - 1, 2) = CHR$(201) + CHR$(187),

rnl
NEXTj
IF i < > 13 THEN

IF i = I THEN
PRINT #f6%, " Median" + RIGHT$(" "+ STR$(i), 3) + " " + p$

ELSE
PRINT #f6%, SPACE$(9) + RIGHT$(" "+ STR$(i), 3) + II " + p$

END IF
ELSE

IF 1= 13 THEN
PRINT #f6%, "Level Med" + RIGHT$(" "+ STR$(i), 3) + " " + p$

ELSE
PRINT #f6%, " Level "+ RIGHT$(" " + STR$(i), 3) + " " + p$

END IF
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'counter for lines printed

'If non-words were not known, show
12 words, otherwise show only 6 words
so there will be room for nonwords.

END IF
NEXTi
b$ = CHR$(200) + CHR$(l88)
FOR i = 1 TO 5

b$ = b$ + b$
NEXTi
b$ = LEFT$(b$, Last * 2 - 2)
PRINT #f6%, SPACE$(13) + b$
PRINT #f6%, SPACE$(38) + "Sorted Words"
CLOSE #f6%
1=0
IF DataIsOK % = -1 THEN

i = 10
ELSE

i=6
END IF
f7% = FREEFILE
OPEN "TOP5.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #f7%

, IbdJ

'Write list of best known
'words to disk

FOR j = 1 TO Last - 1
TempWord = WordList(ThisTest(j»
k = TempWord.TempRate
a$ = UCASE$(RTRIM$(TempWord. word»
IF k = 2 THEN

IF 1 < i THEN PRINT #f7%, CHR$(34) + a$ + ":" + SPACE$(l0
LEN(a$» + "I can give a DEFINITION of this word." + CHR$(34)

1 = 1 + 1
END IF

NEXTj
FOR j = 1 TO Last - 1

TempWord = WordList(ThisTest(j»
TempWord = Wordl.isu'Ihis'Iesttj)
k = TempWord. TempRate
a$ = UCASE$(RTRIM$(TempWord.word»
IF k = 1 THEN

IF 1 < i THEN PRINT #f7%, CHR$(34) + a$ + ":" + SPACE$(l0
LEN(a$» + "I have a GOOD UNDERSTANDING what this word means." +
CHR$(34)

1 = 1 + 1
END IF

NEXTj
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IF TotBadResponses > 0 THEN
PRINT #f7%,
PRINT #f7%, " Non-words:"
FORj = 1 TO 15

a$ = UCASE$(RTRIM$(BadWords(j).word»
IF badwords(j).Resp = -2 THEN PRINT #f7%, CHR$(34) + a$ + ":" +

SPACE$(l0 - len(a$» + "I don't know what this word means." + CHR$(34)
IF BadWords(j).Resp = -1 THEN PRINT #f7%, CHR$(34) + a$ + ":" +

SPACE$(lO - LEN(a$» + "I have seen or heard this word .... " + CHR$(34)
IF BadWords(j).Resp = 0 THEN PRINT #f7 %, CHR$(34) + a$ + ":" +

SPACE$(l0 - LEN(a$» + "I have an idea what this word means." + CHR$(34)
IF BadWords(j).Resp = 1 THEN PRINT #f7 %, CHR$(34) + a$ + ":" +

SPACE$(10 - LEN(a$» + "I have a good understanding what this word means." +
CHR$(34)

IF BadWords(j).Resp = 2 THEN PRINT #f7%, CHR$(34) + a$ + ":" +
SPACE$(10 - LEN(a$» + "I can give a definition of this word." + CHR$(34)

NEXTj
END IF

CLOSE #f7%
CALL DoResids
IF DataIsOK% = -1 THEN 'Update all data files.

SHELL "erase words.bak"
SHELL "ren words.dat words.bak"
SHELL "ren words.xxx words.dat"
SHELL "type residual.dat > > allresps.dat"
SHELL "els"

ELSE 'if nonwords were 'known'
SHELL "type residual.dat > > badresps.dat"
SHELL "els"

END IF
END SUB

SUB DoFakeWord (i AS INTEGER)
'*********************************************************************
, This code is executed only when time for a non-word.
, Gets the next non-word and sets Ignore flag to ignore user response
, to this word (use user response to previous word).
'*********************************************************************

DIM a$
IF i = 0 THEN
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Ignore = -1
a$ = GetNextBadWord(NextBadWord)
PrtWord (a$)

ELSE
Ignore = 0

END IF
END SUB

SUB DoResids 0
,**********************************************************************
, This code is executed after all words have been judged.
, Summary files of user responses are written to disk.
, Summary files are used by the CHART program.
,**********************************************************************

f4 % = FREEFILE
OPEN "residuaI.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #f4%
PRINT #f4%, "-" + UserName$ + " " + UserGrade$
FOR i = 1 TO 13
IF Resps(i, 2) > 0 THEN

tempxx = Resps(i, 1) / Resps(i, 2)
ELSE

tempxx = 0
END IF
IF (i = 1) OR (i = 13) THEN

tempxy = tempxx
ELSE

ax = Resps(i - 1, 1) + 2 * Resps(i, 1) + Resps(i + 1, 1)
ay = Resps(i - 1, 2) + 2 * Resps(i, 2) + Resps(i + 1, 2)
IF ay > 0 THEN

tempxy = ax / ay
ELSE

tempxy = tempxx
END IF

END IF
tempxx = INT(tempxx * 10 + .5)
tempxy = INT(tempxy * 10 + .5)
Resps(i, 3) = tempxx
Resps(i, 4) = tempxy
PRINT #f4%, STR$(i - Median) + "," + STR$(Resps(i, 1» + "," +

STR$(Resps(i, 2»
NEXTi
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CLOSE #f4%
f5 % = FREEFILE
OPEN "graph.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #f5%
FOR i = 1 TO 13

a$ = SPACE$(42)
IF Resps(i, 4) > 0 THEN

MID$(a$, 21, Resps(i, 4» = STRING$(22, CHR$(176»
MID$(a$, 21, 1) = CHR$(177)
IF Resps(i, 2) > 0 THEN MID$(a$, 21 + Resps(i, 3), 1) = CHR$(219)

ELSE
MID$(a$, 21 + Resps(i, 4), (-1) * Resps(i, 4» = STRING$(22,

CHR$(176»
MID$(a$, 21, 1) = CHR$(177)
IF Resps(i, 2) > 0 THEN MID$(a$, 21 + Resps(i, 3), 1) = CHR$(219)

END IF
PRINT #f5%, RIGHT$(" " + STR$(i), 2) + " " + a$

NEXTi
CLOSE#f5%

END SUB

SUB ExitButton_Click 0
,**********************************************************************
, This code is executed only during development.
, It allows the developer to stop judging any time.
'**********************************************************************

Last = ThisCtr
CleanUp
LOAD results
TryWait.HIDE
results. SHOW

END SUB

SUB Form_Load 0
'**********************************************************************
, This is the initial code executed when the program starts.
, It initializes counters, gets the user's personal data, and draws the
, judge program screen.
'**********************************************************************

DIM TempWord AS DataType
CurLevel = 5
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'See if user wants to participate
'Get user data

'Total of responses to nonwords
'User Data is OK
'Don't ignore response

ThisCtr = 1
WordCount = 0
Last = 30
TotBadResponses = 0
DataisOK% = -1
Ignore = 0
SetUpFonn
IF test = 0 THEN

Intro
fonn2.SHOW 1

END IF
TryWait.SHOW
TryWait.left = (screen. width - TryWait. width) \ 2
LoadData
TryWait.HIDE
Fonn1.SHOW
WordBox.CLS
WordBox.PRINT " Press any bar. "

END SUB

FUNCTION GetNextBadWord (i AS INTEGER) AS STRING
,**********************************************************************
, This code is executed whenever it is time for a non-word.
, It prints the next non-word, updates pointers and counters.
,**********************************************************************

DIM a AS STRING * 8
DIM j AS INTEGER
DIM TempBadWord AS BadType
TempBadWord = BadWords(i)
TempBadWord.Next = 0
a = TempBadWord.word
BadWords(i) = TempBadWord
PreviousBadWord = i
j = i + 1
TempBadWord = BadWords(j)
IF TempBadWord.Start = -1 THEN

TempBadWord.Next = 0
BadWords(j) = TempBadWord
j = 1

END IF
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TempBadWord = BadWordsG)
TempBadWord.Next = -1
BadWordsG) = TempBadWord

NextBadWord = j
GetNextBadWord = a
END FUNCTION

'tum on next flag
'save updated next flag

'point to next bad word
'return nonword

FUNCTION GetNextWord (i AS INTEGER) AS STRING
'**********************************************************************
, This code gets the next word and updates all counters and pointers.
'**********************************************************************

DIM TempWord AS DataType
TempWord = Wordl.istrl'ointersfi)
ThisWordPtr = Pointers(i)
Wordl.istfl'ointerstijj.Next = 0
Pointers(i) = Pointers(i) + 1
IF WordList(Pointers(i».Start = -1 THEN

Pointers(i) = Pointers(i) - 1
DO WHILE WordList(Pointers(i».Start = 0

Pointers (i) = Pointers(i) - 1
LOOP

END IF
Wordl.istff'ointersfijj.Next = -1
GetNextWord = TempWord.word
END FUNCTION

'Get word pointed to
'set This Word pointer
'erase this word flag
'increment pointer
'adjust if last word
, at this level

'set flag to next word

SUB Intro ()
'**********************************************************************
, This code is executed once before the program runs.
, It prints instructions.
'**********************************************************************

DIM i AS INTEGER
Msg$ = " You will be asked to judge several words. Please "
Msg$ = Msg$ + CHR$(13) + CHR$(lO)
Msg$ = Msg$ + " work carefully as you will not be able to go back. "
Msg$ = Msg$ + CHR$(13) + CHR$(10)
Msg$ = Msg$ + " Do you want to continue?"
i = MSGBOX(Msg$, 4, "Steve Berg's JUDGE")
IF i = 7 THEN
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SHELL "CLS"
END

END IF
END SUB

SUB LoadData 0
'**********************************************************************
, This code reads all data into memory.
'**********************************************************************

DIM TempWord AS DataType
DIM TempBadWord AS BadType
DIM 0 AS LONG
DIM ctr, j, 1, m, n, p, q, r, s AS INTEGER
DIM k, t AS SINGLE
ctr = 1
BadWordCtr = 0
rs % = FREEFILE
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO NoWords
OPEN "words.dat" FOR INPUT AS #f8%
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO 0
WHILE NOT EOF(fS %)

INPUT #fS%, ctr, a$, j, k, 1, m, n, 0, p, q, r, s, t
TempWord.RecordNum = ctr
TempWord.word = a$
TempWord.Level = j
TempWord.NewLevel = k
TempWord.Next = 1
IF 1 = -1 THEN Pointers(j) = ctr

TempWord.Start = m
TempWord.TotRate = n
TempWord.TotRate2 = 0

TempWord.TotCount = p
TempWord.TempRate = q
TempWord.TimesJudged = r
TempWord.TimesChanged = s
TempWord.StandardDev = t
IF ctr < = Size THEN

WordList(ctr) = TempWord
END IF
ctr = ctr + 1
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WEND
CLOSE #f8%
f9% = FREEFILE
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO NoBadWords
OPEN "BADWORDS.DAT" FOR INPUT AS #f9% 'Read in the non-word data

'file.
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO 0
WHILE NOT EOF(f9%)

INPUT #f9%, a$, i, j, k
BadWordCtr = BadWordCtr + 1
TempBadWord.word = a$
TempBadWord.Next = i
TempBadWord.Start = j
TempBadWord.Resp = -10
IF BadWordCtr < = 15 THEN

BadWords(BadWordCtr) = TempBadWord
END IF
IF TempBadWord.Next = -1 THEN NextBadWord = BadWordCtr

WEND
CLOSE #f9%
Current$ = WordList(Pointers(5».word
ThisWordPtr = WordList(Pointers(5».RecordNum
EXIT SUB

NoWords:
Forml.visible = 0
UNLOAD Forml
TryWait.visible = 0
UNLOAD TryWait
a$ = " The file WORDS.DAT was not found. You need to" + CHR$(lO)
a$ = a$ + " reinstall the programs from the install disk. "
MSGBOX a$
END

NoBadWords:
Forml. visible = 0
UNLOAD Forml
UNLOAD TryWait
a$ = " A needed datafile was not found. You need to" + CHR$(lO)
a$ = a$ + " reinstall the programs from the install disk. "
MSGBOX a$
END

END SUB
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FUNCTION NextLevel (CurLevel AS INTEGER, Resp AS INTEGER) AS
INTEGER
'**********************************************************************
, This code calculates the level of the next word based upon user response.
'**********************************************************************

DIM i AS INTEGER
i = CurLevel + Resp
IFi> 13 THEN i = 13
IFi< ITHENi=l
NextLevel = i
END FUNCTION

SUB PrtWord (a$)
'**********************************************************************
, This code prints each word in the center of the word box.
'**********************************************************************

DIM j AS INTEGER
j = 17 - LEN(RTRIM$(a$»
j = j \ 2
IFj < OTHENj = 0
WordBox.CLS

a$ = SPACE$(j) + a$
WordBox.PRINT a$
WordBox.REFRESH

END SUB

'center word in box
'print it

SUB SetUpForm 0
'**********************************************************************
, This code sets up the colors and look of the judge form.
'**********************************************************************

DIM i AS INTEGER
test = 0
screen. ControlPanel(5) = 1
screen.ControIPanel(6) = 9
screen.ControIPanel(7) = 178
Fonn1.windowstate = 2
Frame1.Top = 6
Framel.Height = 17
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Frame l.left = 2
Framel.width = 74
WordCount = 1
button(O).width = 70
button(O).left = 1
FOR i = 1 TO 4

'Initialize word counter

'Duplicate top button
'4 times

'Read captions from MYSTRUCT.BI include file

JUDGE"
Copr. 1994"
S.R.Berg"

LOAD button(i)
button(i).Top = button(i - 1).Top + 3
button(i). visible = -1

NEXTi
button(O).Caption = BOCap$
button(l).Caption = BICap$
button(2).Caption = B2Cap$
button(3).Caption = B3Cap$
button(4). Caption = B4Cap$
Framel.Caption = "Click on one bar to select your response"
GraphChar$ = CHR$(32)
Logo.CLS
Logo.PRINT "
Logo.PRINT "
Logo.PRINT "

END SUB
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APPENDIX C: DATA1.FRM SOURCE CODE

Version 1.00
'This form asks the user his/her name and whether English is their first
'language. The user's response is used to determine which data file to
,read in to memory.
BEGIN Form Fonn2

AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
Caption = "Personal Information"
ControlBox = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(l7)
Left = Char(4)
MaxButton = 0
MinButton = 0
MousePointer = 0
Tag = ""
Top = Char(5)
Visible = 0
Width = Char(72)
WindowState = 0
BEGIN Label Labell

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Please enter your full name:"
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(3)
Left = Char(4)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 0
Tag - ""
Top = Char(2)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(17)

END
BEGIN Label Label2
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Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Please enter the last school grade completed:"
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(3)
Left = Char(4)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 2
Tag = ""
Top = Char(6)
Visible = 0
Width = Char(l7)

END
BEGIN Label Label3

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Use the mouse or Tab key to move between panels"
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(15)
Height = Char(4)
Left = Char(4)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 5
Tag - ""
Top = Char(lO)
Visible = 0
Width = Char(18)

END
BEGIN CommandButton Command1

BackColor = QBColor(7)
Cancel = 0
Caption = "Press when personal data is correct."
Default = 0
DragMode = 0
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Enabled = 0
Height = Char(3)
Left = Char(23)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 4
TabStop = -1
Tag - ""
Top = Char(lO)
Visible = 0
Width = Char(44)

END
BEGIN TextBox NameBox

BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(3)
Left = Char(23)
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
ScrollBars = 0
TabIndex = 1
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Text - ""
Top = Char(2)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(44)

END
BEGIN TextBox GradeBox

BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
DragMode = 0
Enabled = 0
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(3)
Left = Char(23)
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
ScrollBars = 0
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END

TabIndex
TabStop
Tag
Text
Top
Visible
Width

=3
= -1

= ""
""=

= Char(6)
=0
= Char(44)

END
'$FORM Results
'$FORM Trywait
COMMON SHARED UserName$
COMMON SHARED UserGrade$

SUB Commandl_Click 0
'**********************************************************************
, This code is executed when the user selects "Data is Correct" button.
'**********************************************************************

UserName$ = NameBox.Text
UserGrade$ = GradeBox.Text
UNLOAD Fonn2
Trywait.SHOW

END SUB

SUB Form_Load 0
'**********************************************************************
, This code centers the form on screen.
'**********************************************************************

Fonn2.Top = (Screen.Height - Form2.Height) \ 2
Form2.Left = (Screen.Width - Form2.Width) \ 2

END SUB

SUB GradeBox KeyPress (KeyAscii AS INTEGER)
'**********************************************************************
, This code looks for the user to press the enter key after typing in grade.
'**********************************************************************

SELECT CASE KeyAscii
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CASE 13
KeyAscii = 0
IF LEN(GradeBox.Text) > 0 THEN

Commandl.backcolor = 11
Labe13.Visible = -1
Command1.Visible = -1
Command1.Enabled = -1
Command1.SETFOCUS
END IF

END SELECT

END SUB

SUB NameBox KeyPress (KeyAscii AS INTEGER)
'**********************************************************************
, This code looks for the user to press the enter key after
, entering the user's name.
'**********************************************************************

SELECT CASE KeyAscii
CASE 13

KeyAscii = 0
IF LEN(NameBox.Text) > 1 THEN

GradeBox. Visible = -1
GradeBox.Enabled = -1
Label2.Visible = -1
GradeBox.SETFOCUS

END IF
END SELECT
END SUB
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APPENDIX D: SOURCE CODE FOR TRYWAIT.FRM

Version 1.00
'This defines a message box on screen which asks the user to wait while
'the appropriate data file is being read into memory.
BEGIN Form Trywait

AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
Caption = ""
ControlBox = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(7)
Left = Char(14)
MaxButton = 0
MinButton = 0
MousePointer = 0
Tag - ""
Top = Char(8)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(52)
WindowState = 0
BEGIN Label Labell

Alignment = 2
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Loading data, please wait. .. II

DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(1)
Left = Char(1)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 0
Tag = ""
Top = Char(2)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(48)

END
END
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APPENDIX E: SOURCE CODE FOR RESULTS.FRM

Version 1.00
'This form shows the results of the judging the words.
BEGIN Form Results

AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
Caption = 1111

ControlBox = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(22)
Left = Char(2)
MaxButton = 0
MinButton = 0
MousePointer = 0
Tag = 1111

Top = Char(2)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(76)
WindowS tate = 0
BEGIN PictureBox Tablet

AutoRedraw =-1
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(l5)
Height = Char(l6)
Left = Char(O)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 1
TabStop = 0
Tag = 1111

Top = Char(l)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(74)

END
BEGIN Custom ContBtn

Action = 0
Alignment = 2
Archive = 0
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AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
Caption = "&Continue"
Checked = 0
Column = 0
DragMode = 0
Drive = ""
Enabled = -1
Filename =" "
ForeColor = QBColor(15)
Height = Char(3)
Hidden = 0
Interval = 0
LargeChange = 0
Left = Char(7)
ListCount = 0
ListIndex = 0
Max = 0
Min = 0
Mode = 0
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
Normal = 0
Path = ""
Pattern = ""
ReadOnly = -1
Row = 0
ScrollBars = 0
SelLength = 0
SelStart = 0
SelText = ""
SmallChange = 0
Sorted = 0
Style = 0
System = 0
TabIndex = 0
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Text = ""
Top = Char(17)
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TypeID
Value
Visible
Width

= "MhCommand"
=0
= -1
= Char(16)

END
BEGIN Custom PrintButton

Action = 0
Alignment = 2
Archive = 0
AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
Caption = "&Print"
Checked = 0
Column = 0
DragMode = 0
Drive = ""
Enabled = -1
Filename =""
ForeColor = QBColor(15)
Height = Char(3)
Hidden = 0
Interval = 0
LargeChange = 0
Left = Char(29)
ListCount = 0
Listlndex = 0
Max = 0
Min = 0
Mode = 0
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
Normal = 0
Path = ""
Pattern = ""
ReadOnly = -1
Row = 0
ScrollBars = 0
SelLength = 0
SelStart = 0
SelText = ""
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SmallChange = 0
Sorted = 0
Style = 0
System = 0
TabIndex = 2
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Text = ""
Top = Char(17)
TypeID = "MhCommand"
Value = 0
Visible = -1
Width = Char(16)

END
BEGIN Custom SortBtn

Action = 0
Alignment = 2
Archive = 0
AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
Caption = "&Unsort"
Checked = 0
Column = 0
DragMode = 0
Drive = ""
Enabled = -1
Filename =" "
ForeColor = QBColor(l5)
Height = Char(3)
Hidden = 0
Interval = 0
LargeChange = 0
Left = Char(52)
ListCount = 0
ListIndex = 0
Max = 0
Min = 0
Mode = 0
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
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Normal = 0
Path = ""
Pattern = ""
ReadOnly = -1
Row = 0
ScrollBars = 0
SelLength = 0
SelStart = 0
SelText = ""
SmallChange = 0
Sorted = 0
Style = 0
System = 0
TabIndex = 3
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Text = ""
Top = Char(l7)
TypeID = "MhCommand"
Value = 0
Visible = -1
Width = Char(16)

END
BEGIN Label Label2

Alignment = 2
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Results"
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(1)
Left = Char(O)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 4
Tag = ""
Top = Char(O)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(74)

END
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END
DECLARE SUB ChangeView 0
COMMON SHARED UserName$
COMMON SHARED UserGrade$
COMMON SHARED DataIsOK%

SUB ChangeView 0
'**********************************************************************
, This code reads in the "sorted" or "unsorted" user response data,
, depending upon the caption of the button.
'**********************************************************************

xxx % = DataIsOK%
DataIsOK% = -1
IF DataIsOK% = -1 THEN

IF SortBtn.Caption = "&Sort" THEN
'Print the sorted dataset
OPEN "sorted.dat" FOR INPUT AS #1
Tablet.CLS
WHILE NOT EOF(I)

LINE INPUT #1, a$
Tablet. PRINT a$

WEND
CLOSE #1
ELSE

OPEN "results.dat" FOR INPUT AS #1
Tablet.CLS
WHILE NOT EOF(l)

LINE INPUT #1, a$
Tablet.PRINT a$

WEND
CLOSE #1
END IF 'Sort Button = "&Sort"
ELSE
PrintButton.Visible = 0
SortBtn.Visible = 0

OPEN "results.dat" FOR INPUT AS #1
Tablet.CLS
WHILE NOT EOF(I)
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, if Yes

'if DataIsOK% = -1
, if &END

LINE INPUT #1, a$
Tablet.PRINT a$

WEND
CLOSE #1

Label2.Caption = "Data discarded, nonwords were 'known'."
BEEP
END IF ' Data is OK
DataIsOK % = xxx%
END SUB

SUB ContBtn_Click 0
'**********************************************************************
, This code offers the user to run CHART.EXE only if the user data is O.K.
'**********************************************************************

IF ContBtn.Caption = "&End" THEN
IF DataIsOK% = -1 THEN

ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO NoChartEXE
x% = MSGBOX("Would you like to view the graphs now?", 4, "Question:")
IF x% = 6 THEN

RUN "CHART.EXE"
ELSE

END
END IF

ELSE
END

END IF
END IF

Label2.Caption = "Best Known Words:"
OPEN "Top5.dat" FOR INPUT AS #1
Tablet.CLS
Tablet. PRINT
Tablet. PRINT
WHILE NOT EOF(I)

INPUT #1, a$
Tablet. PRINT " "+ a$

WEND
CLOSE #1
PrintButton.Visible = 0
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SortBtn.Visible = 0
ContBtn.Caption = "&End"
EXIT SUB
NoChartEXE:

a$ = " CHART.EXE was not found. You need to" + CHR$(lO)
a$ = a$ + " reinstall the programs from the install disk."
MSGBOX a$
END

END SUB

SUB Form_Load ()
'**********************************************************************
, This code centers the results form on screen.
'**********************************************************************

DIM a$
Results.Top = (Screen. Height - Results.Height) \ 2
Results.Left = (Screen. Width - Results.Width) \ 2

a$ = RTRIM$(UserName$) + " " + RTRIM$(UserGrade$)
a$ = LEFT$(a$, 20)
ChangeView
SortBtn.Caption = "&Sort"
END SUB

SUB PrintButton_Click 0
'**********************************************************************
, This code prints the user data to the printer.
'**********************************************************************
PrintButton.Caption = "Printing ... "
DIM padd AS INTEGER, pstat AS INTEGER
CONST bit? = &H80, bitf = &H20, bit4 = &HlO, bit3 = &H8
DEF SEG = &H40
padd = PEEK(9) * 256 + PEEK(8)
DEF SEG
pstat = INP(padd + 1)
PrinterOK% = -1
IF (pstat AND bit?) = 0 THEN

MSGBOX ("Printer is busy. ")
PrinterOK% = 0

END IF
IF (pstat AND bitS) = 1 THEN
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MSGBOX ("Printer is out of paper. ")
PrinterOK% = 0

END IF
IF (pstat AND bit4) = 0 THEN

MSGBOX ("Printer is off line. ")
PrinterOK% = 0

END IF
IF (pstat AND bit3) = 0 THEN

MSGBOX ("Printer is jammed. ")
PrinterOK% = 0

END IF

IF PrinterOK% = 0 THEN
PrintButton.Caption = "&Print"
EXIT SUB

ELSE

OPEN "results.dat" FOR INPUT AS #1
a$ = "Results for" + UserName$
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT SPACE$(40 - LEN(a$) /2) + a$
LPRINT
LPRINT
WHILE NOT EOF(1)

LINE INPUT #1, a$
LPRINT SPACE$(3) + a$

WEND
CLOSE #1

OPEN "sorted.dat" FOR INPUT AS #1
FOR i% = 1 TO 4

LPRINT
NEXTi%
WHILE NOT EOF(1)

LINE INPUT #1, a$
LPRINT SPACE$(3) + a$

WEND
CLOSE #1

FOR i% = 1 TO 4
LPRINT

NEXTi%
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LPRINT SPACE$(32) + "Best known words"
LPRINT
OPEN "TOP5.dat" FOR INPUT AS #1
i% = 1
WHILE NOT EOF(I)

INPUT #1, a$
IF i% < 11 THEN LPRINT SPACE$(l5) + a$
i% = i% + 1

WEND
CLOSE #1

LPRINT CHR$(12)
END IF 'PrinterOK% = -1
PrintButton.Caption = "&Print"
END SUB

SUB SortBtn_Click 0
,**********************************************************************
, This code changes the captions of the buttons.
,**********************************************************************

IF SortBtn.Caption = "&Sort" THEN
ChangeView
SortBtn.Caption = "&Unsort"
Labe12.Caption = "Sorted Results"
ELSE
ChangeView
SortBtn.Caption = "&Sort"
Labe12.Caption = "Results"
END IF
END SUB
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APPENDIX F: BACKGND.FRM CODE FOR EDITOR PROGRAM

The EDITORMAK file consists only of the word "BACKGND.FRM". The contents
of the form are listed below.

Version 1.00
'This sets the background properties of the editor program.
BEGIN Form Backgnd

AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 2
Caption = "JUDGE Editor"
ControlBox = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(9)
Height = Char(23)
Left = Char(l)
MaxButton = 0
MinButton = 0
MousePointer = 0
Tag = ""
Top = Char(2)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(76)
WindowState = 0
BEGIN OptionButton Option1

BackColor = QBColor(7)
Caption - ""
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(l)
Height = Char(l)
Index = 0
Left = Char(l)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 3
TabStop = -1
Tag - ""
Top = Char(3)
Value = -1
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Visible
Width

= -1
= Char(4)

END
BEGIN Label Label6

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Move slider (red box) with mouse"
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(4)
Height = Char(1)
Left = Char(43)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 5
Tag = ""
Top = Char(14)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(32)

END
BEGIN TextBox Text3

BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
DragMode = 0
Enabled = 0
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(l)
Left = Char(44)
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
ScrollBars = 0
TabIndex = 6
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Text = "Text3"
Top = Char(20)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(4)

END
BEGIN TextBox TextS

BackColor = QBColor(7)
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BorderStyle = 0
DragMode = 0
Enabled = 0
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(l)
Left = Char(37)
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
ScrollBars = 0
TabIndex = 16
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Text = "Text5"
Top = Char(20)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(4)

END
BEGIN Label Labe112

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Changed"
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(1)
Left = Char(43)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 10
Tag = ""
Top = Char(l8)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(8)

END
BEGIN Label Label4

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Judged"
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DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(l)
Left = Char(36)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 15
Tag = ""
Top = Char(18)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(6)

END
BEGIN Label LabellO

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Number of Times"
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(1)
Left = Char(36)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 8
Tag = ""
Top = Char(l7)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(15)

END
BEGIN Label Label5

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "5"
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(1)
Left = Char(54)
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MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 17
Tag = ""
Top = Char(18)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(3)

END
BEGIN TextBox Text6

BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
DragMode = 0
Enabled = 0
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(l)
Left = Char(52)
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
ScrollBars = 0
TabIndex = 18
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Text = "Text6"
Top = Char(20)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(9)

END
BEGIN Label Label9

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Current"
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(1)
Left = Char(17)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 7
Tag = ""
Top = Char(18)
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Visible
Width

= -1
= Char(8)

END
BEGIN Label Label7

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Suggested"
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char( 1)
Left = Char(25)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 19
Tag = ""
Top = Char(l8)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(9)

END
BEGIN Label Labell 1

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "+---Word Level--+"
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(l)
Left = Char(l7)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 9
Tag = ""
Top = Char(l7)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(l8)

END
BEGIN Label Labell

Alignment = 0
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AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "" Click button above to"
Drag~ode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(l)
Height = Char(l)
Left = Char(2)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 4
Tag = ""
Top = Char(14)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(28)

END
BEGIN Label Label2

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "select word to edit"
Draglvlode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(l)
Height = Char(l)
Left = Char(4)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 12
Tag = ""
Top = Char(l5)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(20)

END
BEGIN Label Label3

Alignment = 0
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Edit below"
Draglvlode = 0
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Enabled = -1
Foref'olor = QBColor(l)
Height = Char(l)
Left = Char(4)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 13
Tag = 1111

Top = Char(16)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(12)

END
BEGIN Custom PrtButton

Action = 0
Alignment = 2
Archive = 0
AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
Caption = II &Print Words II

Checked = 0
Column = 0
DragMode = 0
Drive = ""
Enabled = -1
Filename =" II

ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(3)
Hidden = 0
Interval = 0
LargeChange = 0
Left = Char(62)
ListCount = 0
ListIndex = 0
Max = 0
Min = 0
Mode = 0
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
Normal = 0
Path = 1111

Pattern = 1111
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ReadOnly = -1
Row = 0
ScrollBars = 0
SelLength = 0
SelStart = 0
SelText = ""
SmallChange = 0
Sorted = 0
Style = 0
System = 0
TabIndex = 11
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Text = ""
Top = Char(17)
TypeID = "MhCommand"
Value = 0
Visible = -1
Width = Char(l5)

END
BEGIN Custom ExitButton

Action = 0
Alignment = 2
Archive = 0
AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderSty Ie = 1
Caption = "&Exit"
Checked = 0
Column = 0
DragMode = 0
Drive = ""
Enabled = -1
Filename =""
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(3)
Hidden = 0
Interval = 0
LargeChange = 0
Left = Char(62)
ListCount = 0
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ListIndex = 0
Max = 0
Min = 0
Mode = 0
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
Normal = 0
Path = ""
Pattern = ""
ReadOnly = -1
Row = 0
ScrollBars = 0
SelLength = 0
SelStart = 0
SelText = ""
SmallChange = 0
Sorted = 0
Style = 0
System = 0
TabIndex = 1
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Text = ""
Top = Char(20)
TypeID = "MhCommand"
Value = 0
Visible = -1
Width = Char(l5)

END
BEGIN Label Dir

Alignment = 2
AutoSize = 0
BackColor = QBColor(l2)
BorderStyle = 0
Caption = "Click on ""Update"" or ""Cancel"""
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(l5)
Height = Char(l)
Left = Char(O)
MousePointer = 0
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TabIndex
Tag
Top
Visible
Width

= 20
= nil

= Char(22)
=0
= Char(35)

END
BEGIN Custom Textl

Action = 0
Alignment = 0
Archive = 0
AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
Caption = ""
Checked = 0
Column = 0
DragMode = 0
Drive = ""
Enabled = -1
Filename =" "
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(3)
Hidden = 0
Interval = 0
LargeChange = 0
Left = Char(7)
ListCount = 0
ListIndex = 0
Max = 8
Min = 0
Mode = 0
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
Normal = 0
Path = ""
Pattern = "a"
ReadOnly = -1
Row = 0
ScrollBars = 0
SelLength = 0
SelStart = 0
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SelText = ""
SmallChange = 0
Sorted = 0
Style = 0
System = 0
TabIndex = 21
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Text = ""
Top = Char(l9)
TypeID = "MhInput"
Value = 0
Visible = -1
Width = Char(lO)

END
BEGIN TextBox Text4

BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = O.
DragMode = 0
Enabled = 0
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(l)
Left = Char(28)
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
ScrollBars = 0
TabIndex = 14
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Text = "Text4"
Top = Char(20)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(4)

END
BEGIN Custom Text2

Action = 0
Alignment = 0
Archive = 0
AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
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Caption = Uti

Checked =0
Column =0
DragMode =0
Drive = n n

Enabled = -1
Filename = ""
ForeColor = QBColor(5)
Height = Char(3)
Hidden =0
Interval =0
LargeChange =0
Left = Char(19)
ListCount =0
ListIndex =0
Max =2
Min =0
Mode =0
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine =0
Normal =0
Path = fin

Pattern = nu"
ReadOnly = -1
Row =0
ScrollBars =0
SelLength =0
SelStart =0
SelText = ""

SmallChange =0
Sorted =0
Style = 1
System =0
TabIndex = 22
TabStop = -1
Tag = Itn

Text = ""

Top = Char(l9)
TypeID = "MhInput"
Value =0
Visible = -1
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Width = Char(5)
END
BEGIN PictureBox Picture1

AutoRedraw =-1
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
DragMode = 0
Enabled = -1
ForeColor = QBColor(O)
Height = Char(13)
Left = Char(6)
MousePointer = 0
TabIndex = 0
TabStop = -1
Tag = ""
Top = Char(l)
Visible = -1
Width = Char(62)

END
BEGIN Custom Slide

Action = 0
Alignment = 0
Archive = 0
AutoRedraw = 0
BackColor = QBColor(7)
BorderStyle = 1
Caption = ""
Checked = 0
Column = 0
DragMode = 0
Drive = ""
Enabled = -1
Filename =""
ForeColor = QBColor(4)
Height = Char(13)
Hidden = 0
Interval = 0
LargeChange = 10
Left = Char(70)
ListCount = 0
ListIndex = 0
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Max = 248
Min = 0
Mode = 0
MousePointer = 0
MultiLine = 0
Normal = 0
Path = ""
Pattern - ""
ReadOnly = -1
Row = 0
ScrollBars = 0
SelLength = 0
SelStart = 0
SelText = ""
SmallChange = 1
Sorted = 0
Style = 0
System = 0
TabIndex = 2
TabStop = -1
Tag - ""
Text = ""
Top = Char(l)
TypeID = "MhSlide"
Value = 0
Visible = -1
Width = Char(5)

END
END
DECLARE SUB Text! KeyPress (KeyAscii AS INTEGER)
DECLARE SUB Option 1 Click (Index AS INTEGER)
DECLARE SUB Slide Change 0
DECLARE SUB spin_custom (EventType AS INTEGER)

'$INCLUDE: 'c:\vbtdos\vbtdlOO.bi'
'$INCLUDE: 'mystruct.bi'

DIM SHARED a$
DIM SHARED CurLevel AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED ctr AS LONG
DIM SHARED ThisWordPtr AS INTEGER
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DIM SHARED Pointers(l4) AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED i%, ictr%, which%
DIM SHARED Clicked AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED Selected AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED BChecked AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED SMoved AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED TempWord AS DataType
DIM SHARED MNext AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED MStart AS INTEGER
DIM SHARED Changes AS INTEGER

'pointers to the start of each level

SUB ExitButton_Click 0
'***********************************************************************
, This code saves the updated word datafile and exits the program.
'***********************************************************************

ResetAll % = 0 'Set this to -1 to reset all data
IF ExitButton. Caption = "&Cancel" THEN

ExitButton.Caption = "&Exit"
PrtButton.Caption = "&Print"
Text1.Text = WordList(which%).word
Text2.Text = STR$(WordList(which%).Level)

FOR ix% = 0 TO 9
Optionl(ix%).Visible = -1
NEXTix%
Slide. Visible = -1
Dir. Visible = 0

ELSE
OPEN "words.xxx" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
FOR i = 1 TO Size

TempWord = WordList(i)
a$ = TempWord.word
'********* These zero out data *********
IF ResetAll% = -1 THEN

TempWord.TimesJudged = 0
TempWord.TimesChanged = 0
TempWord.TotRate = 0
TempWord. TotRate2 = 0
TempWord.TotCount = 0
TempWord.TempRate = 0
TempWord.StandardDev = .001
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TempWord.NewLevel = TempWord.Level
END IF 'reset all data to zero during development
'***************************************
PRINT #1, TempWord.RecordNum; "," + CHR$(34); RTRIM$(a$);

CHR$(34) + ",":
PRINT #1, TempWord.Level; ","; TempWord.NewLevel; ",";
PRINT #1, TempWord.Next; ","; TempWord.Start; ",";

TempWord.TotRate; ", ";
PRINT #1, TempWord.TotRate2; ","; TempWord.TotCount; ",";
PRINT #1, TempWord.TempRate; ","; TempWord.TimesJudged; ",";
PRINT #1, TempWord.TimesChanged; ", "; TempWord.StandardDev

NEXT i
CLOSE #1
IF Changes = -1 THEN

Msg$ = "Make these changes to datafile permanent?"
x% = MSGBOX(Msg$, 4, "Verification")
IF x% = 6 THEN

SHELL "erase words.bak"
SHELL "ren words.dat words.bak"
SHELL "ren words.xxx words.dat"
SHELL "cIs"

ELSE
Msg$ = "Changes were NOT written to datafile."
MSGBOX Msg$

END IF ' x% = 6 ("Yes")
END IF 'Changes = -1 (changes were made)

END
END IF
END SUB

'End Program

SUB Form_Load 0
'***********************************************************************
, This code initializes all counters and draws the EDITOR screen.
'***********************************************************************

Clicked = 0
Selected = 0
BChecked = 0
SMoved = 0

'initialize flags

'count times buttons checked
'count times slide moved
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'Duplicate check box

'flag to signify changes were made
'Maximize form

MNext = 0
MStart = 0
Changes = 0

Backgnd.WindowState = 2
Slide.Max = Size

FOR i% = 1 TO 9
LOAD Option1(i%)
Optionl(i%).Top = Optionl(i% - 1).Top + 1
Optionl(i%).Visible = -1

NEXTi%
i% = 1

DIM TempWord AS DataType
DIM TempBadWord AS BadType
DIM 0 AS LONG
DIM ctr, j, I, m, n, p, q, r, s AS INTEGER
DIM k, t AS SINGLE
ctr = 1
BadWordCtr = 0
OPEN "words.datil FOR INPUT AS #1
WHILE NOT EOF(I)

INPUT #1, ctr, a$, j, k, I, m, n, 0, p, q, r, s, t
TempWord.RecordNum = ctr
TempWord.word = a$
TempWord.Level = j
TempWord.NewLevel = k
TempWord.Next = I
IF m = -1 THEN Pointers(j) = ctr 'Set pointers to first word at each level
TempWord.Start = m
TempWord.TotRate = n
TempWord.TotRate2 = 0

TempWord.TotCount = p
TempWord.TempRate = q
TempWord.TimesJudged = r
TempWord.TimesChanged = s
TempWord.StandardDev = t
IF ctr < = Size THEN

WordList(ctr) = TempWord
END IF
ctr = ctr + 1

WEND
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CLOSE #1
Picture1.Height = 13
Picturel.Left = 6
Slide.Height = 13
Picture1.Width = 62

Picturel.CLS
Slide_Change
Option1 Click (0)
Label5.Caption = CHR$(229)
w$ = CHR$(l96) + CHR$(196)
Labelll.Caption = CHR$(218) + w$ + CHR$(196) + "Word Level" +

w$ + CHR$(191)

END SUB

SUB Option1_Click (Index AS INTEGER)
,***********************************************************************
, This code redraws the screen every time a word is selected.
,***********************************************************************

Selected = Index
which% = i% + Index + 1

Text1. Text = LCASE$(RTRIM$(WordList(which%).word»
WordList(which%).word = LCASE$(RTRIM$(WordList(which%).word»
Text2. Text = LTRIM$(RTRIM$(STR$(WordList(which%).Level)»

Text3.Text = STR$(WordList(which%).TimesChanged)
Text4.Text = STR$(WordList(which%).NewLevel)
TextS. Text = STR$(WordList(which%).TimesJudged)
p$ = LEFT$(LTRIM$(STR$(WordList(which%).StandardDev», 6)
Text6.Text = LEFT$(SPACE$«6 - LEN(p$» \ 2) + p$, 6)
BChecked = BChecked + 1
IF BChecked > 4 THEN 'must be 4 to initially show
Labell.Visible = 0
Label2. Visible = 0
Label3. Visible = 0
END IF
END SUB

SUB PrtButton_Click 0
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DIM MovedWord AS DataType
IF PrtButton.Caption = "&Update" THEN

PrtButton.Caption = "&Print"
ExitButton.Caption = "&Exit"
Changes = -1
ix% = VAL(Text2.Text)
IF (ix% < 14) AND (ix% > 0) THEN 'update if New Level is legal

IF (WordList(which%).Level = WordList(which% + I).Level) OR
(WordList(which%).Level = WordList(which% - l).Level) THEN

IF RTRIM$(LTRIM$(WordList(which%).word» =
RTRIM$(LTRIM$(Textl.Text» THEN

'increment "times changed" counter
WordList(which%).TimesChanged =

WordList(which %).TimesChanged + 1
ELSE

WordList(which%).TimesChanged = 0
WordList(which%).word = Text1.Text

END IF

WordList(which%).NewLevel = ix%

WordList(which%).TotCount = 0
WordList(which%).TotRate = 0
WordList(which%).TotRate2 = 0
WordList(which%).StandardDev = .001

MNext = WordList(which%).Next
MStart = WordList(which%).Start

'store word

'set "suggested level" to
'match new level
'zero all counters

'save Next and Start states

'if was starting word...
' ...make the next word starting
'word

IF WordList(which%).Level < > ix% THEN 'if level has changed...
IF MNext = -1 THEN ' ...and Next flag was set

WordList(which%).Next = 0 ' ...move the flag to adjacent word
IF WordList(which% + 1).Level = WordList(which%).Level THEN

WordList(which% + l).Next = -1
ELSE

WordList(which% - 1).Next = -1
END IF

END IF
IF MStart = -1 THEN

WordList(which%).Start = 0
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'set done flag for process

FOR iz% = 1 TO Size - 1
IF iz% > = relocate% THEN

WordList(iz%).RecordNum = iz% + 1
NEXTiz%
WordList(Size) = MovedWord 'insert moved word at end
WordList(Size).RecordNum = relocate%

'but give it correct number

WordList(which% + 1).Start = -1
END IF
MovedWord = WordList(which%) 'save removed word
relocate% = WordList(which%).RecordNum 'save location of removed

'word
'renumber the other wordsFOR iy% = 1 TO Size - 1

IF iy% < relocate% THEN
WordList(iy%).RecordNum = iy%

ELSE
WordList(iy%) = WordList(iy% + 1) 'slide words up one place
WordList(iy%).RecordNum = iy% 'and renumber

END IF
NEXTiy%
done% = 0
FOR iy% = 1 TO Size - 1

IF done% = 0 THEN 'find a new home for this word ...
IF WordList(iy%).Level = ix% THEN '...at correct level...

IF WordList(iy %).Start = -1 THEN
done % = -1 ' ... then tum off flag

relocate% = WordList(iy% + 1).RecordNum
'remember new location

'renumber around it

END IF
END IF

NEXTiy%

END IF 'Start = -1
'Level is correct
'done% flag = 0

END IF 'need to change word level (sort)
WordList(Size).Level = ix% 'store new level
ELSE 'don't have min of 2 words at this level

abc$ = " Cannot remove a word from this level yet. II + CHR$( 10)
abc$ = abc$ + II Move another word to this level first. II

MSGBOX abc$
END IF

END IF 'new word level is between 1 and 13
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'make buttons visible

'repaint list on screen

'make slide visible
'hide directions
'now resort wordlist by record number

FOR ix% = 0 TO 9
Option1(ix %).Visible = -1
NEXTix%
Slide.Visible = -1
Dir.Visible = 0
FOR ix% = 1 TO Size

FOR iy% = ix% TO Size
IF WordList(ix%).RecordNum > WordList(iy%).RecordNum THEN

TempWord = WordList(ix%) 'swap if out of place
WordList(ix %) = WordList(iy %)
WordList(iy%) = TempWord

END IF
NEXTiy%

NEXTix%
Slide_Change

ELSE
Msg$ = " Do you want to print all words (approx 10 pages)? "
Response% = MSGBOX(Msg$, 1, "Verification")

'Yes, print all words

CUIT New Tot Tot2
Tot Temp # of Times Stan Record"

Levl Levl Next Start Rate Rate
CountRate JudgdChngd Dev. Number"

Printer.PRINT "

DIM TempWord AS DataType
IF Response % = 1 THEN

j% = 0
Printer.PRINT "

FOR i% = 1 TO Size
TempWord = WordList(i%)
w$ = TempWord. word
Printer.PRINT " "+ LEFT$(w$ + " ", 9);
Printer.PRINT LEFT$(STR$(TempWord.Level) +" ", 5);
Printer.PRINT LEFT$(STR$(TempWord.NewLevel) + "
Printer.PRINT LEFT$(STR$(TempWord.Next) +" ", 5);
Printer.PRINT LEFT$(STR$(TempWord.Start) +" ", 5);
Printer.PRINT LEFT$(STR$(TempWord.TotRate) + "
Printer.PRINT LEFT$(STR$(TempWord.TotRate2) + "
Printer. PRINT LEFT$(STR$(TempWord.TotCount) + "
Printer.PRINT LEFT$(STR$(TempWord.TempRate) + "
Printer.PRINT LEFT$(STR$(TempWord.TimesJudged) + "
Printer.PRINT LEFT$(STR$(TempWord.TimesChanged) + "
sd$ = STR$(TempWord.StandardDev)

" 5)', ,

", 5);
" 5)', ,
" 5)', ,
" 5)', ,

", 5);
" 5)', ,
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", 9) +" "+

Tot Tot2 Tot Temp # of TimesCUff New
Record"
Levl Levl Next Start Rate Rate CountRate JudgdChngd
Number"Dev.

Stan
Printer.PRINT "

Printer.PRINT LEFT$(" " + sd$ + "
LEFT$(STR$(i%) +" ",4)

j% = j% + 1
IF j% > 55 THEN
Printer.NEWPAGE
Printer.PRINT "

j% = 0
END IF
NEXTi%

Printer.NEWPAGE
END IF
END IF
END SUB

, Response = Yes
, Update or Print

SUB Slide Change ()
DIM TempWord AS DataType
i % = Slide. Value
IF i% > Size - 11 THEN i% = Size - 11

Picture1.CLS
Picture1.PRINT " Level New Level Judged Changed Stand Dev Record"
FOR ictr% = 1 TO 10

TempWord = WordList(i% + ictr%)
w$ = RTRIM$(TempWord.word)
IF ABS(TempWord.Level - TempWord.NewLevel) > = 2 THEN

Picture1.PRINT " " + LEFT$(w$ + STRING$(9, 196), 9) + ">" +
CHR$(179);

ELSE
Picturel.PRINT " " + LEFT$(w$ + " ", 9) + " " + CHR$(179);

END IF
Picture1.PRINT LEFT$(STR$(TempWord.Level) +" ", 5) + CHR$(179);
Picture1.PRINT LEFT$(" "+ STR$(TempWord.NewLevel) +

" ", 9) + CHR$(179);
Picture1.PRINT LEFT$(" "+ STR$(TempWord.TimesJudged) +

" ", 6) + CHR$(179);
Picture1.PRINT LEFT$(" "+ STR$(TempWord.TimesChanged) +

" ", 7) + CHR$(l79);
sd$ = STR$(TempWord.StandardDev)
Picturel.PRINT LEFT$(" " + sd$ + " ", 9) + CHR$(179) +
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LEFT$(STR$(i % + ictr%) +" ", 4)
NEXT ictr%

IF BChecked > 0 THEN BChecked = BChecked - 1 'decrement counter since
Optionl_Click (Selected) 'is incremented here
S~oved = S~oved + 1

IF S~oved > 3 THEN
Label6.Visible = 0

END IF
END SUB

SUB Textl_KeyPress (KeyAscii AS INTEGER)

PrtButton.Caption = "&Update"
PrtButton.ForeColor = 4 'Red
ExitButton.Caption = "&Cancel"
ExitButton.ForeColor = 4 'Red
FOR i% = 0 TO 9
Optionl(i%).Visible = 0
NEXTi%
Slide.Visible = 0
Dir. Visible = -1

END SUB

SUB Text2_KeyPress (KeyAscii AS INTEGER)
Textl_KeyPress (0)

END SUB
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APPENDIX G: SOURCE CODE FOR MYSTRUCT.BI FILE

'This include file is used in both JUDGE and EDITOR
'It defmes the data structures and constants.
OPTION BASE 1
CONST Size = 248 'number of words in word list
CONST BOCap$ = "I can give a DEFINITION of this word. "
CONST BICap$ = "I have a GOOD UNDERSTANDING what this word means."
CONST B2Cap$ = "I have an IDEA what this word means. "
CONST B3Cap$ = "I have SEEN or HEARD this word, but I

have no idea what it means."
CONST B4Cap$ = "I DON'T KNOW what this word means. "

TYPE DataType
RecordNum
word
Level
NewLevel
Next
Start
TotRate
TotRate2
TotCount
TempRate
TimesJudged
TimesChanged
StandardDev

END TYPE

TYPE BadType
word
Next
Start
Resp

END TYPE

AS INTEGER
AS STRING * 8
AS INTEGER
AS SINGLE
AS INTEGER
AS INTEGER
AS INTEGER
AS LONG
AS INTEGER
AS INTEGER
AS INTEGER
AS INTEGER
AS SINGLE

AS STRING * 8
AS INTEGER
AS INTEGER
AS INTEGER

, Keep track of record order in file.
, word to be judged
, current level
, suggested new level
, flag to mark next word at this level
, flag to mark first word at this level
, sum of "errors"
, sum of "errors squared"
, times judged at current level
, temporary storage for user response
, holds TOTAL times judged
, holds TOTAL times changed (ever)
, hold standard deviation of word "error"

'nonword
'flag for next nonword
'flag for first nonword
'holds response to nonword

DIM SHARED WordList(Size) AS DataType
DIM SHARED BadWords(15) AS BadType
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APPENDIX H: SOURCE CODE FOR CHART.BAS

DECLARE FUNCTION MedianOf (sl AS SINGLE, s2 AS SINGLE,
s3 AS SINGLE) AS SINGLE

'$FORM Intro
COMMON SHARED dataset%
DEFINT A-Z

'$INCLUDE: 'chart.bi'
'$INCLUDE: 'vbdos.bi'
'$INCLUDE: 'font.bi'
'$INCLUDE: 'mydefs.bi'

dataset% = 1
Num% = RegisterFonts("HELVE.FON")
Num% = LoadFont("NlIN3/N6")
SelectFont 2

ShowIntro
IF dataset% = 2 THEN BEEP

a$ = COMMAND$

IF LEN(LTRIM$(a$» > 0 THEN
arg = -1

ELSE
arg = 0

END IF

LoadData

HideIntro

ChartScreen (BestMode)

'Load Helvetica font

'If something is on the command
, line then
, set flag to disregard small
, data values

'find the best graphics screen mode

IF ChartErr = cBadScreen THEN 'Stop if no graphics card
PRINT "Cannot switch to a graphics screen mode. II

END
END IF
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IF arg = -1 THEN
MinCt = INT«TotWords / 100) + .5)

ELSE
MinCt = 0

END IF

WriteData

ProcessData

DoChartl

'Minimum count to graph is
,1/2% of all words

IF KeyIn$ = "P" THEN
MakeBW ' in Black & White
Chart Env, Labelst), Data'Valuesf), Wid 'draw chart
PrtScreen

END IF

DoChart2

IF KeyIn$ = "P" THEN
MakeBW
Chart Env, LabelsO, Dataarrayt), Wid
PrtScreen

END IF

x% = VAL(Labels(l»
FOR i = 1 TO Wid

Labels(i) = STR$(i - 1 + x%)
NEXT i

DoChart3

'draw chart

'Find value of first label

'Refill text labels
'so no missing values

IF KeyIn$ = "P" THEN
MakeBW
Chart Env, Labelst), Countarrayt), Wid 'draw chart
PrtScreen

END IF
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DoChart4

IF KeyIn$ = "P" THEN
MakeBW
Chart Env, Labelsf), Dataarrayt), Wid 'draw chart
PrtScreen

END IF

REDIM Labels(l TO 13) AS STRING 'Redimension array for labels

FOR i = 1 TO 13
Labels(i) = STR$(i) 'Fill with text labels
PersonLevels(i) = PersonLevels(i) * 100 I VAL(c$)

'Calculate percentages
NEXTi

DoChart5

IF KeyIn$ = "P" THEN
MakeBW
Env.XAxis.AxisTitle.Title = "Person Level"
Chart Env, Labelst), Personl.evelst), 13 'redraw chart
PrtScreen

END IF

ByeMsg

END

FUNCTION BestMode°
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO ScreenError

FOR TestValue = HighestMode TO 0 STEP -1
DisplayError = false
SCREEN TestValue
IF DisplayError = false THEN

SELECT CASE TestValue
CASE 12, 13

BestMode = 12
CASE 9, 10, 11

BestMode = 9
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CASE 8,4,3
BestMode = TestValue

CASE 2,7
BestMode = 2

CASE 1
BestMode = 1

CASE ELSE
PRINT "Graphics screen mode required to display charts."

END
END SELECT
EXIT FUNCTION

END IF
NEXT TestValue
EXIT FUNCTION

ScreenError:
IF ERR = 5 THEN

DisplayError = true
RESUME NEXT

ELSE
ERROR ERR

END IF
END FUNCTION

Some other printers are also supported; see your DOS manual."

When you run the CHART program, press the letter P (instead of
Enter)"

after the graph is drawn. The graph will then be redrawn in black and"
white (for better contrast) then it will be printed to the printer. "

If you want to print these graphs, you have to *FIRST* load the DOS"
program called GRAPHICS. If you have a laserjet, type GRAPHICS

LASERJET or"
GRAPHICS HPDEFAULT or GRAPHICS LASERJETII, depending on

your printer."
PRINT
PRINT"
PRINT
PRINT"

PRINT"
PRINT"

PRINT"

SUB ByeMsg ()
SCREEN 0
CLS
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT"
PRINT"
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It will take 30 seconds or so to print, so don't worry if it looks"
like nothing is happening. "

Once you run the GRAPHICS program it stays in memory until you tum
off"

PRINT" the computer. You have to run it only once."
PRINT
PRINT

PRINT
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT
PRINT"

END SUB

'set bar chart

'draw chart
""I can give a definition of this

word."""
= ""I don't know what this word

means. """
LabelChartH Env, 80, 385, 1, 15, "-2

SUB DoChartl 0
DefaultChart Env, cColumn, cPlain
Env.MainTitle.Title = "Average Response Levels"
Env.YAxis.AxisTitle.Title = "Average Response"
GetPaletteDef cerso, Lines%O, rmso, Char%O, Bord%O
Lines%(I) = &HFOFO
Char%(I) = 0
c$ = STR$(Ct)
T$ = STR$(TotWords)
SetUpBar
MakeColor
Chart Env, Labelst), Datavaluest), Wid
LabelChartH Env, 80, 100, 1, 15, "2 =

END SUB

SUB DoChart2 0
DIM s5 AS SINGLE
'calculate smoothed array while user is viewing first graph
s5 = -10
FOR i = 2 TO Wid - 1

IF CountArray(i) = 0 THEN
s5 = MedianOf(DataValues(i - 1), DataValues(i), DataValues(i + 1»
DataValues(i) = s5
DataArray(i) = s5

END IF
NEXTi
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FOR i = 3 TO Wid - 2 'Savitzky-Golay polynomial smoothing
'(Savitzky & Golay, 1964)

DataArray(i) = (-3 * DataValues(i - 2) + 12 * DataValues(i - 1) + 17 *
DataValues(i) + 12 * DataValues(i + 1) + -3 * DataValues(i + 2)) / 35

NEXTi

DefaultChart Env, cLine, cPlain 'set line chart
SetUpLine
Env.YAxis.AxisTitle.Title = "Average Response"
MakeColor
Env.MainTitle.TitleFont = 3
MakeColor 'Reset colors to blues
Env.MainTitle.Title = "Average Response Levels Smoothed"
Env.XAxis.AxisTitle.Title = "Word Level (Distance From Person Level)

Press Enter"
Chart Env, Labelst), Dataarrayt), Wid 'draw chart
IF s5 < > -10 THEN

LabelChartH Env, 80, 100, 1, 15,
" Missing Values replaced with regional median prior to smoothing."

END IF
END SUB

SUB DoChart3 0
DefaultChart Env, cColumn, cPlain ' set bar chart
SetUpBar
MakeColor
Env.MainTitle.Title = "Number of Words Judged"
Env.YAxis.AxisTitle.Title = "Number of Words Judged"
Env.XAxis.AxisTitle.Title = "Word Level (Distance From Person Level)

Press Enter"
Chart Env, Labelst), Countarrayt), Wid 'draw chart

END SUB

SUB DoChart4 0

, 7-point smoothing
FOR i = 4 TO Wid - 3

DataArray(i) = (-2 * CountArray(i - 3) + 3 * CountArray(i - 2) + 6 *
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CountArray(i - 1) + 7 * CountArray(i) + 6 * CountArray(i + 1) + 3 *
CountArray(i + 2) + -2 * CountArray(i + 3» / 21

NEXT i
DataArray(l) = (7 * CountArray(l) + 6 * CountArray(2) + 3 * CountArray(3) +

-2 * Countarrayi-l) / 21
DataArray(2) = (6 * CountArray(l) + 7 * CountArray(2) + 6 * CountArray(3) + 3

* CountArray(4) + -2 * Countarrayto) / 21
DataArray(3) = (3 * CountArray(l) + 6 * CountArray(2) + 7 * CountArray(3) + 6

* CountArray(4) + 3 * CountArray(5) + -2 * Countarrayie) / 21
DataArray(Wid - 2) = (3 * CountArray(Wid) + 6 * CountArray(Wid - 1) + 7 *

CountArray(Wid - 2) + 6 * CountArray(Wid - 3) + 3 * CountArray(Wid - 4)
+ -2 * CountArray(Wid - 5» / 21

DataArray(Wid - 1) = (6 * CountArray(Wid) + 7 * CountArray(Wid - 1) + 6 *
CountArray(Wid - 2) + 3 * CountArray(Wid - 3) + -2 *
CountArray(Wid - 4» / 21

DataArray(Wid) = (7 * CountArray(Wid) + 6 * CountArray(Wid - 1) + 3 *
CountArray(Wid - 2) + -2 * CountArray(Wid - 3» / 21

DefaultChart Env, cLine, cPlain 'set line chart
Env.YAxis.AxisTitle.Title = "Number of Words Judged"
SetUpLine
MakeColor
Env.MainTitle.TitleFont = 3
Env.MainTitle.Title = "Number of Words Judged Smoothed"
Env.XAxis.AxisTitle.Title = "Word Level (Distance From Person Level)

Press Enter"
Chart Env, Labelsi), Data.Arrayt), Wid 'draw chart

END SUB

SUB DoChart5 0
DefaultChart Env, cColumn, cPlain ' set bar chart

SetUpBar
MakeColor
Env.SubTitle.Title = "Expressed as a percent where N =" + c$
Env.MainTitle.Title = "Distribution of Person Levels"
Env.YAxis.AxisTitle.Title = "Frequency ( Percent)"
Env.XAxis.AxisTitle.Title = "Person Level Press Enter"

Chart Env, Labelst), Personl.evelsi), 13 'draw chart
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END SUB

SUB HideIntro 0
Intro.Visible = 0
UNLOAD Intro

END SUB

'Hide opening screen
'Remove screen from
'memory

FUNCTION KeyIn$ 0
DO WHILE forever = -1 'loop until user presses a key

a$ = INKEY$
a$ = UCASE$(a$)
IF (a$ = "P") OR (a$ = CHR$(13» THEN EXIT DO

'ignore all but "Enter" and "P"
LOOP
KeyIn$ = a$
END FUNCTION

SUB LoadData 0
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO NoFile
IF dataset% = 1 THEN

OPEN "ALLRESPS.DAT" FOR INPUT AS #1
ELSE

OPEN "ALLRESPS.DA2" FOR INPUT AS #1
END IF
ON LOCAL ERROR GOTO 0
DO WHILE NOT EOF(l)

LINE INPUT #1, a$ 'read a line, e.g. "4, -1, 5"
IF LEN(LTRIM$(a$» > 0 THEN 'make sure not a blank line
IF LEFT$(LTRIM$(a$), 1) < > "-" THEN

b$ = LEFT$(a$, INSTR(l, a$, ", ") - 1) 'parse it into 3 numerals
Current! = VAL(b$) 'Word Level number
c$ = RIGHT$(a$, LEN(a$) - INSTR(I, a$, ", "»
d$ = LEFT$(c$, INSTR(l, c$, ", ") - 1)
e$ = RIGHT$(c$, LEN(c$) - INSTR(l, c$, ", "»
WSum! = VAL(d$) 'sum of all responses
WCount! = VAL(e$) 'count of people
DataValues(Current! + 13) =

DataValues(Current! + 13) + WSum!
'store average in array for graphing
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'not 
'len> 0

CountArray(Current! + 13) =
CountArray(Current! + 13) + WCount!

'array for counts
TotWords = TotWords + WCount!
IF Current! = 0 THEN Ct = Ct + 1
IF first = -1 THEN 'if is first line...

first = 0 'turn off flag
x! = -1 * Current! + 1
PersonLevels(x!) = PersonLevels(x!) + 1

'initialize subtotals
ELSE 'if not first line ...

IF OldLevel! > Current! THEN
x! = -1 * Current! + 1
PersonLevels(x!) = PersonLevels(x!) + 1

END IF 'if same level...
END IF

END IF
END IF
OldLevel! = Current!
LOOP
CLOSE #1
FOR i = 1 TO Levels

IF CountArray(i) > 0 THEN
DataValues(i) = DataValues(i) / CountArray(i)

ELSE
DataValues(i) = 0

END IF

NEXT i

EXIT SUB
NoFile:
Intro. Visible = 0
UNLOAD Intro

'Hide opening screen
'Remove screen from memory

a$ = " The data file ALLRESPS was not found. "+ CHR$(10)
a$ = a$ + " Run the program JUDGE to create this file. "
MSGBOX a$
END
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END SUB

SUB MakeBW °
Env. YAxis.AxisColor = 1
Env.XAxis.AxisColor = 1
Env.MainTitle.TitleColor = 1
Env.ChartWindow.Background = 0
Env.DataWindow.Background = 0
Env .XAxis.AxisTitle.Title =

"Word Level (Distance From Person Level)"

Fill$(l) = MakeChartPattem$(GetPattern$(I, 8), 0, 7)
SetPaletteDef cerso, Lines%O, nnso, Char%O, Bord%O

END SUB

SUB MakeColor 0
IF dataset% = 1 THEN

Env. YAxis.AxisColor = 4
Env.XAxis.AxisColor = 4
Env.ChartWindow.Background = 2
Env.DataWindow.Background = 2
Env .MainTitle.TitleColor = 1
Fill$(l) = MakeChartPattem$(GetPattem$(I, 8), 1, 3)

ELSE
Env. YAxis.AxisColor = 2
Env.XAxis.AxisColor = 2
Env.ChartWindow.Background = 4
Env.DataWindow.Background = 4
Env.MainTitle.TitleColor = 1
Fill$(l) = MakeChartPattem$(GetPattem$(l, 8), 1, 3)

END IF
SetPaletteDef coiso, Lines%O, Fill$O, Char%O, Bord%O

END SUB

FUNCTION MedianOf (sl AS SINGLE, s2 AS SINGLE, s3 AS SINGLE)
AS SINGLE

DIM TempArray(l TO 3) AS SINGLE
TempArray(l) = sl
TempArray(2) = s2
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TempArray(3) = s3
FOR i = 1 TO 2

FOR j = i + 1 TO 3
IF TempArray(i) > TempArray(j) THEN SWAP TempArray(i), TempArray(j)
NEXTj

NEXT i
MedianOf = TempArray(2)
END FUNCTION

SUB ProcessData 0
FOR i = 1 TO Levels

IF CountArray(i) > MinCt THEN 'Find the lowest word level with data
Lo = i

EXIT FOR
END IF
NEXT i

FOR i = Levels TO 1 STEP -1 'Find the highest word level with data
IF CountArray(i) > MinCt THEN

Hi = i
EXIT FOR

END IF
NEXTi

Wid = Hi - Lo + 1 'Size of array needed to hold observed data

REDIM DataArray(l TO Wid) AS SINGLE
'Redimension data arrays to this size

FOR i = 1 TO Wid
DataArray(i) = DataValues(Lo + i v I) 'Fill with data

NEXT i

REDIM DataValues(l TO Wid) AS SINGLE
'Duplicate data array (for smoothed data)

FOR i = 1 TO Wid
DataValues(i) = DataArray(i)

NEXT i

REDIM Labels(l TO Wid) AS STRING 'Redimension array for labels
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FOR i = 1 TO Wid
Labels(i) = STR$(i + Lo - 14)

NEXT i
'Fill with text labels

FOR i = 1 TO Wid
CountArray(i) = CountArray(i + Lo - 1)

'Move data in array of counts
IF CountArray(i) = 0 THEN Labels(i) = "None"

NEXT i '(frequencies) to left as far as can go...
REDIM PRESERVE CountArray(1 TO Wid) AS SINGLE

'Redimension array, preserving data

END SUB

SUB PrtScreen 0
CALL interrupt(&H5, Regs, Regs)

'do a screen print "SHIFT-PrintScreen"
END SUB

SUB SetUpBar 0
Env.MainTitle.Justify = cCenter
IF dataset% = 1 THEN

Env.SubTitle.Titie = "N =" + c$ +
" Total Words =" + T$ + "

ELSE
Env.Sub'I'itle.Title = "N =" + c$ +

" Total Words =" + T$ + "
END IF
Env.SubTitle.Justify = cCenter
Env.ChartWindow.Border = cYes
Env .XAxis.AxisTitie.Title =
"Word Level (Distance From Person Level)
Env.YAxis.Grid = cYes
Env.YAxis.GridStyle = 5
Env.MainTitle.TitieFont = 3

END SUB

SUB SetUpLine 0
Env.MainTitle.Justify = cCenter
Env.SubTitle.Titie = "N =" + c$ +" Total Words =" +
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T$ +" Savitzsky-Golay Polynomial Smoothing"
Env.SubTitle.Justify = cCenter
Env.ChartWindow.Border = cYes
Env .XAxis.AxisTitle.Title =

"Word Level (Distance From Person Level) Press Enter"
Env.YAxis.Grid = cYes
Env.XAxis.Grid = cYes
Env.YAxis.GridStyle = 5
Env.XAxis.GridStyle = 5

END SUB

SUB ShowIntro 0
Intro.Left = (screen. width - Intro.width) \ 2
Intro.Top = (screen. Height - Intro.Height) \ 2
screen.ControIPanel(S) = 1
screen.ControlPanel(6) = 9
screen.ControIPanel(7) = 178
Intro.SHOW 1
Intro. Visible = -1
END SUB

'center opening screen

'Backcolor blue
'Forecolor bright blue
'Pattern

'show opening screen

SUB WriteData 0
IF dataset% = 1 THEN

OPEN "RAWDATA.TXT" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
ELSE

OPEN "RAWDATA.TX2" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
END IF
PRINT #1, "Level", "Mean", "Count", "Sum"
FOR i = 1 TO Levels

PRINT #1, STR$(i - 13), STR$(INT(DataValues(i) * 1000) / 1000),
STR$(CountArray(i», STR$(DataValues(i) * Countarrayti)
NEXTi
CLOSE #1
END SUB
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